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PRIVATE 

A.B.C. 4th and 5th 
Western Union 

Riverside 
Bentley’s 
and A.I.

TELEGRAPHIC and CABLE 
ADDRESS : ÏŸ2

“ OGILVIE, MONTREAL”
BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT 

TO HIS MAJESTY TME KIN®

Head Office, Montreal, Canada

THE
* DAILY MILL CAPACITY 

19,000 Barrels.V OGILVIE 
FLOUR 

MILLS 
lCOMPANY

LIMITED

The WAREHOUSE CAPACIT Y 
377,000 Barrels.

ELEVATOR CAPACITY 
10,335,000 BushelsLargest 

Millers in

The

British Empire

MILLS SITUATED AT : \

MONTREAL, WINNIPEG,

FORT WILLIAM, MEDICINE HAT

%
MAKERS OF

The Highest Grades of Canadian Hard
Spring Wheat Flour
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CANADA’S GREATEST FLOUR MILL.
Other mills at 
Medicine Hat

Brandon 
Thorold 
Welland 

and Dresden

This mill 
supplied more 
flour to the 
Allies than

mill in the

Export
Brand

NELSON
FLOUR

Domestic
Brand
KINGS

QUALITY

Investigations now 
under way by the 
Nova Scotia Water 
Power

A partial develop 
ment of the site here 
shown has made pos
sible the profitable 
operation of gold- 
bearing 
bodies of which mere
ly await the develop
ment of adjacent 
water powers for suc
cessful and profitable 
operation.

Commission 
have already reveal
ed a natural resource 
in water power close 
to existing industrial 
centres and excellent 
ocean shipping ports, 
which, as yet, has 
hardly been touched.

ores, great

For Further Information write

W. B. MacCOY, K. C.,
Secretary Industries and Immigration

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA

The Maple Leaf Mill at Port Colborne, Ont. 

__TOTAL DAILY CAPACITY, 17,000 BARBELS.—

maple leaf milling company, ltd.
TORONTO, CAN.head office
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Nova Scotia Water Power
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Machine Tools

Small Tools

Concrete Mixers

Contractors’
Equipment

THE GEO. F. FOSS MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO. Limited.
305 St. James St., MONTREAL.
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The Steel Company of Canada, Limited
PRODUCTS= —

“ HAMILTON ” PIG IRON, Basic, Malleable and Foundry

BOLTS, NUTS, & WASHERIRON AND STEELRAILWAY FASTENINGS
Machine, Carriage, Elevator, Stove, 
Tire and Sleigh Shoe Bolts, Blank, Tap
ped Nuts and Washers.

Blooms, Billets, Bars, Wire Rods, An
gles, Channels, Plow Beams, etc.

Angle Bars, Track Bolts, Tie Plates, 
Spikes, Tie Rods, etc.

FORGINGS
NAILS, SPIKES, RIVETS, &c. WROUGHT PIPECar Axles, Shape and Drop Forgings, 

Horse Shoes, Carriage, and Automobile 
Hardware, Top Goods, etc.

Wire, Cut, Boat and Horse Shoe Nails, 
Railway, Pressed and Drift Spikes, 
Tacks and Shoe Nails, Steel and Copper 
Rivets and Burrs, Iron, Brass and Cop
per.

Black and Galvanized Nipples and 
Couplings.

WIRE, &c. SCREWS
Steel, Brass, Copper and Bronze,

Heavy and Fine, Bright, Annealed,
Coppered, Liquid Bright, Galvanized 
and Tinned, Stranded, Steel and Cop
per Cable, Clothes Line, Wire Nails,
Staples, Barb Wire, Woven Wire Fenc
ing, Fence Gates.

Throughout our entire organization, we recognise and adhere to the highest standards of QUALITY and SERVICE. 
And upon this — in the future as in the past — the expansion and prosperity of our business depends.

Wood and Machine Steel, Brass and 
Bronze.POLE LINE HARDWARE

LEAD PRODUCTS
Lead Pipe, White Lead, Shot and 
Putty.

Pole Steps, Cross Arm Braces, Guy 
Clamps and Guy Rods, ere., Black and 
Galvanized.

The Steel Company of Canada, Limited
HAMILTON MONTREAL

St. John
Sales Offices at 

Hamilton Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

uu
SHAFTINGBRIGHT COLD 

FINISHED STEELUNION DRAWN
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Maximum Strength and Accurate Size.
Besides maximum strength and accurate size you get absolute straightness and highly polished surface in 
Union Drawn, Bright, Cold-Finished Steel Products.
Our process of Cold Die Rolling increases tensile strength almost 30 per cent.; and increases the elastic 
limit by over 61 per cent. By the same process the resistance to transverse stress is increased about 100 
per cent, and the ^orsional strength is increased over 50 per cent.

We Manufacture:
Bright, Cold-Finished Steel in bounds, Flats, Squares, Hexa
gons and Special Shapes for machine Construction, Pump 
Rods, Piston Rods, Roller-Bearing Rods, etc.

Large stock constantly on hand to meet demands for prompt deUvery. Pay yon to keep well posted jn onr 
prices—none better, quality of products considered.

Union Drawn Steel Company, Limited
CANADAONTARIOHAMILTON



FOR ALL HEAT TREATING
It will pay you to dispense with coal, stokers and 
chimneys—ash piles, soot and smoke—and to use in
stead

OIL-BURNING

MECOL FURNACES

In the first place, the initial cost of a Mecol oil-burning Furnace is only half 
the cost of a coal-burning Furnace.
In the second place, a Mecol Furnace exactly suited to your requirements is 
the best furnace obtainable for efficiently heat-treating metals.
In the third place, your Mecol Furnace will save you hundreds of dollars in 
fuel.
Let us explain how Mecol Furnaces can improve your product economically.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
THREE RIVERS, Quebec.
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OVER THE TOP TOffl1

VICTORY FLOUR
»

Peace and Contentment in the 
home is assured to those who use

jfi-

PU'Thr

VICTORY FLOUR
if ------------------------------ Made By------------------------------

Dominion Flour Mills, Limited
MONTREAL

“VICTORY IS HERE TO STAY”
THE FLOUR VICTORIOUS

W. B. WOOD, President.

QUALITY and SERVICE
P. K. Company, Limited

Montreal

Acetic Acid Refined 
Acetic Acid Crude 
Acetic Anhydride 
Acetate of Soda 
Acetate of Lime 
Acetone Pure 
Acetone Alcohol 
Acetone Oils

Charcoal
Columnian Spirits 
Creosote Oils 
Formaldehyde 
Methyl Acetate 
Methyl Alcohol 
Methyl Alcohol Pure 
Wood Alcohol

Sommer Building,
37 Mayor Street

Carry large supplies of—

Perrins Gloves 
Kayser Gloves 
Radium Hosiery

Made in Canada

Standard Chemical Iron and Lumber Co.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
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BOAT TRIPS EVERYWHERE
CANADA’S WONDER TRIP.

IX/FILES of beautiful Lakes, Rivers and 
Rapids, including the trip to the 

Thousand Islands, the shooting of the 
Rapids, and the visit to quaint, old Que
bec—the world-famous Saguenay River 
Canyon.

From the moment you board a “Canada 
Steamship Lines” boat at Toronto—you 
will find each hour of the journey filled 
with new and surprising delights, 
route is one of wondrous beauty — the 
boats are floating palaces, providing a 
new experience in travel de luxe.

1,000 miles of scenic splendor—at a cost 
so low that all can go.
CANADA STcAMSHIP LINES, LIMITED 

Victoria Square, Montreal.

CRUISES TO THE WEST INDIES SIX DAY FRESH WATER SEA 
VOYAGE.

^ TEAMERS sailing from New 
York fornightly to St. Thomas, 

St. Croix, St. Kitts, Antigua, Gua- 
daloupe, Dominica,
St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Barbados 
and Demerara. Round trip occu
pies twenty-eight days—eighteen 
days in the Islands—the most at
tractive of cruises. First class pas
sage return from (140 up.

A LL the pleasures and comforts 
of ocean travel, with the add

ed interest of visits to beautiful 
boulevardfalls, hotel dinners, 

drives, etc., en route.
Fast passenger service between

Martinique,

Sarnia, Ont., Sault Ste. Marie, 
Port Arthur, Fort William and 
Duluth.

A six day trip with never a dull 
moment—new places to visit—the 
most modern de luxe steamers on

The

the Great Lakes.
NORTHERN NAVIGATION COM

PANY LIMITED,
QUEBEC STEAMSHIP COMPANY 

4 Whitehall St., New York. Sarnia, Ont.

Two Delightful Summer Resorts
MANOIR RICHELIEU HOTEL AND 

COTTAGES, MURRAY BAY.
Overlooking the tidal waters of the Lower 

St. Lawrence, where the sea breeze min
gles with the pine. Cuisine unexcelled — 
every comfort provided—salt water swim
ming pool, tennis, golf, bowling, billiards, etc.

HOTEL TADOUSAC, TADOUSAC.
charmingly located at a point where the 
Saguenay flows Into the River St. Law
rence. Modern hotel, catering to the best 

Immune from malaria and Haypeople.
fever.

Canada Steamship Lines Limited Victoria Square 
Montreal

The Collingwood Shipbuilding 
Company, Limited

Collingwood, Ontario Kingston, Ontario

Steel Ships, Engines, Boilers, Castings and Forgings.
Plant Equipped with Modern Appliances for Quick Work

%

Dry Docks and Shops Equipped to 
Operate Day and Night on Repairs
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Head Office 
MONTREAL 
Western Office 
WI NNEP EG

Mills At 
KEEWATIN 

PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE 
MEDICINE HAT

v

r/ilPMTos

LAKE OF 
MILLING

THE WOODS 
CO. LIMITED-

Millers of Canadian Hard Western Wheat 
Flour for Domestic and Foreign Markets

PRESIDENT : Frank S. Meighen. VICE-PRESIDENT: Wm. W. Hutchison
DIRECTORS:

George V. Hastings. Abner Kingman. J. K. L. Ross. W. A. Matheson. 
R. M. Ballantyne. Tancrede Bienvenu. John W. Carson.

DAILY CAPACITY: 13,700 BARRELS.

F. B. McCURDY & CO. A. B. SEE
ELECTRIC ELEVATOR COMPANY 

OF CANADA, LIMITED
Members Montreal Stock Exchange

INVESTMENT - SECURITIES

VICTORY BONDS - WAR LOANS

Passenger and Freight Elevators

1 36 St. James Street Montreal
Montreal TorontoSHERBROOKE, P.Q. 

ST. JOHN, N.B.
HALIFAX, N.S. 

SYDNEY, N.S. ST. JOHN’S NFLD.

“M.R.M.” HORSE SHOESTELEPHONES:
Contracting Department - 
Order and Lumber Department, Vic. 1533

Vic. 1534
Mean Good Luck to Hor seowners

“M. R. M.” Shoes fit easily, because of their natural 
shape and well drawn heels. Nail holes are punched at the 
proper angle, clearly cut and accurately spaced the right 
distance inside the edge of the shoes — which means proper

The James Shearer Company,
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

Limited

fit.
----------------------------- DEALERS IN ----------------------------

Lumber, Timber, Beaver-Board, Shingles, 
etc., etc.

Rigid inspection is given “M. R. M.” Shoes before they 
leave our factory, so that they can be depended upon.

Price List and all Information on request.
225 St. Patrick St. Montreal THE MONTREAL ROLLING MILLS CO:

MONTREAL, P.Q.
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THE ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
Capital Paid Up $16,000,000 Reserve Funds $17,000,000 Total Assets $470,000,000

SIR HERBERT S. HOLT, President 
EDSON L. PEASE, Vice-President and Managing Director 

C. E. NEILL, General Manager
1869 1919

M. W. WILSON, Supt. of Branches

Statement to the Dominion Government 
(Condensed) showing Condition of the 

Bank on July 31, 1919 
LIABILITIES.

595 Branches in Canada, Newfoundland, West 
Indies, Central and South America, etc., 

distributed as follows:
Canada ......................................
Newfoundland.....................
West Indies...........................
Central and South America
Spain (Barcelona)...............
U. S. A. (New York) .... 
Great Britain (London) .. 
French Auxiliary (Paris) .

520$ 16,144,550.00 
16,397,276.00 

635,767.19 
34,412,062.74 

383,318.713.02 
8,367,900.08

Capital paid up.......................................................
Reserve Fund.......................................................
Undivided Profits..................................................
Notes in Circulation............................................
Deposits.....................................................................
Due to other Banks.............................................
Bills Payable (Acceptances by London

Branch) ............................................................
Acceptances under Letters of Credit .. ..

8
64

9
1

I.1
1
1504,744.27

11,607,490.78
*471,288,493.09 595

ASSETS
Cash on Hand and in Banks.......................
Deposit in the Central Gold Reserves . . 
Government and Municipal Securities .. 
Railway and other Bonds, Debentures and

Stocks ................................................................
Call Loans in Canada..........................................
Call Loans elsewhere than in Canada ..

3 80,960,107.67 
20.500,000.00 
63,094,603.71

SPAIN, BARCELONA 
LONDON, ENGLAND, Bank Bldgs., Princes St., E.C. 
NEW YORK CITY, Cor. William and Cedar Sts. 

French Auxiliary:
THE ROYAL BANK OF CANADA (France) PARIS, 

28 Rue du Quatre-Septembre.

Plaza de Cataluna 6

16.904,957.44
14.674,059.37
32,277,161.49

228,310,789.58
222,124,811.61Loans and Discounts.........................................

Liabilities of Customers under Letters of
Credit as per contra..................................

Bank Premises......................................................
Real Estate other than Bank Premises .. 
Mortgages on Real Estate sold by the Bank 
Deposit with Dominion Government for Se

curity of Note Circulation......................

11,607,490.78
7,026,080.00
1.390,534.61

78,786.60
COLLECTIONS

throughout Canada, Newfoundland, West 
Indies, Central and South America handled 

promptly and on favorable terms.

?

750,000.00
3471,288,493.08

The Province of Quebec
Canada’s Largest Province

i

i
:

*

Area....over 700,000 square miles, or 18 per cent of all Canada
« ’
3 i:

Rich in Natural Resources, Soil, Timber, Fisheries, Mines. Waterpower estimated at 6,000,000 
h.p. of which 875,000 are developed at the present time.
Rich in Fish and Game and the best of sport for hunter and sportsman.
A Land of great Waterways, of mighty Rivers and Lakes, of extensive Forests.
A Land where Farming and Dairying is profitably pursued, with an annual production valuç 
exceeding $200,000,000.
A Province that leads all the provinces in the Pulpwood and Asbestos Industries.
A Province that offers exceptionally favorable terms to the settler.

i

Send for Booklets and Information to

The Department of Lands and Forests
Quebec City, Quebec.



FOR PROMPT DELIVERY

Dominion Foundries and Steel
Limited

HAMILTON CANADA ;

!
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ROUGH TURNED FORGINGS
STEEL CASTINGS

PLATE
!

r

Travellers’ cheques issued. Good everywhere in Canada and the United States.

Branches and Connections Throughout Canada.Eight Offices in Toronto.

THE HOME BANK OF CANADA
Head Office; 8-10 King St. West, Toronto

HEAD OFFICE FOR QUEBEC:
Transportation Building, St. James Street, MONTREAL

LETTERS OF CREDIT, FOREIGN DRAFTS, 
TRAVELLERS’ CHEQUES

The Home Bank has arrangements for the issuing 
of Letters of Credit and Drafts to over 1,500 principal 
points in the Kingdom and the world-wide British 
Empire, and countries of Europe and Asia not still 
under the War ban. The service is most complete 
and of unexcelled efficiency.

BOND DEPARTMENT
Every branch of the Home Bank is in close 

with the Bond Department at the Head Office, 
formation regarding Government Bonds, and the 
staple securities, readily and freely communicated 
upon request.

touch
In i''

jmore

R. S. McCUTCHEON,
President & Manager. E. H. McCUTCHEON,

Secretary-Treasurer.TELEPHONE MAIN 6089

McCutcheon Waist Co., Limited
MANUFACTURERS

the Mach brand

(Smilit STrttt
ADVOCATE, BARRISTER, SOLICITOR

WATERMAN BUILDING
179 St. James Street Registered.Ment reel

323 St. James Street, MONTREAL.
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The Art of Blending Tobacco has reached the Zenith 
of Perfection in Piccadilly Smoking Mixture.

Strathcona Fire Insurance CompanyThe
HEAD OFFICE: 90 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL

Funds (including uncalled subscribed capital) exceed $400,000.00

AN INDEPENDENT COMPANY WITH SPECIAL RATES.

Correspondence invited from Brokers and others 
able to introduce good fire business

A. A. MONDOU, J. MARCHAND,
President and General Manager Secretary

BELL TEL. MAIN 2181-2182
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1' is a curious fact that the two political 
parties at Washington are now disput

ing as to which of them is responsible for 
the rejection of the Peace Treaty. Consid
ering the zeal which Senator Lodge and his 
associates manifested in opposing the treaty 
it seems strange now to find them accusing 
the Democrats as the party responsible for 
the refusal of the Senate to agree to ratifi
cation. You Republicans fought against 
the treaty and defeated it,” say the Demo
crats. ‘‘Oh, no,” says Senator Lodge, 
were willing to ratify it, with reservations, 
and as you refused to join us in that

we

course
you are responsible. The dispute proved 
too much for the stalwart Republican, Sena
tor Borah, who advised his Republican 
friends to cease ‘‘pussyfooting” and accept 
the responsibility. For himself, he said, he 
was proud to acknowledge that he had done 
his utmost to defeat the treaty and he meant 
to continue to do While we may admire 
the frankness of Senator Borah, the fact that 
Senator Lodge and many of his Republican 
associates are trying to fix on others the re
sponsibility of the rejection may be taken 
as an indication that they are afraid they 
have been running counter to public opinion, 
and that they are anxious to find

so.

some
ground of agreement that will prevent the 
treaty becoming a party issue iu the Presi
dential election.

I he conviction seems to be growing that 
the treaty must not be finally rejected. 
Bach party seems to be Availing for the other 
to move. Mr. Lodge and his friends claim 
that the President and his supporters 
bound to present reservations that they 
willing to accept. The President practically 
says that he has nothing to propose, that 
having submitted . the treaty he has done 
his duty. It is observed, however, that 
though the President takes a stand pat 
position, his intimate friend, the Democratic 
leader in the Senate, Mr. Hitchcock, in a re
cent speech suggested reservations which he 
thinks might be accepted. Here they

1. That the domestic affairs of the 
United States are never to be taken 
under the jurisdiction of the League.

2. That the Monroe Doctrine is to 
be unaffected by the provisions of the 
League.

are
are

arc :

What Shall the Reservations be?The

Journal s$ Commerce
Devoted to

CANADIAN INDUSTRY, COMMERCE 
AND FINANCE.

rubllshed every Tuesday Morning by

l'lie Journal of Commerce Publishing Company, 
Limited.

Montreal Office: Room 30-B, Board ot Trade 
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Vancouver Office: 607 Board of Trade Bldg., Van

couver.
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HON. W. S. FIELDING,
President and Editor-In-Chief.

B. K. SANDWELL, Managing Editor 

Subscription price, $3.00 a year. 
Advertising rates on application.

3. I hat if the United States is en
gaged in a dispute Avith any nation 
having self-governing colonies, domin- , 
ions or parts, each with a vote, all of 
those votes are to be disqualified just 
as the vote of the United States is to 
be disqualified.

4. That the poAvers of Congress to 
declare war remain unimpaired.

5. That the League has no control 
over the American Army and Navy.

6. That the United States, if it 
should desire to Avithdraw from the
League, is to be the sole judge of wheth
er it has performed its obligations so as 
to give it the right to withdraw.
Senator Hitchcock Avould hardly propose 

these reservations if he felt that the Presi
dent Avas not prepared in the end to accept 
them. There Avili be much jockeying for 
position, much dispute as to who should
make the first move ; but in the end the 
treaty Avili be ratified, and probably these 
reservations or something very like them 
will be the basis of the agreement that will 
he reached. The Republicans will plead the 
reservations as their justification for assent
ing to the treaty. The Democrats will 
fort themselves with the view that the re
servations mean nothing of importance.

com-

Prosperous Quebec

T TON WALTER MITCHELL, Treasurer 
11 in Sir Lomer Gouin’s Government, 
11ad a pleasant task last Wednesday, when, 
in the customary budget speech, he gave the 
Legislature a statement of the affairs of the
I roA ince of Quebec. He Avas able to present 
a record of comfortable finance along with 
one of vigorous progressive
II or the last fiscal year he had estimated an 
expenditure, ‘‘ordinary and extraordinary,” 
of a little more than ten million dollars ; the 
actual expenditure reached $12,272,675. But 
this increase was 
revenue, which had been estimated at $10,- 
293,484, and reached $12,666,352, leaving a 
comfortable surplus of close upon three hun
dred thousand dollars. The revenue of the 
Province shows a gratifying increase. That 
ol the last year is the largest on record 
cept that of 1917-18 Avhen there 
ually large receipts from succession duties.

I he total debt of the Province stands at $43 -

government.

than balanced by themore

ex- •
were unus-

The

Journal d Commerce
MONTREAL. CANADA
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Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Que.
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ward Island the full benefit of the expensive 
equipment wbieli the country lias provided. 
The service is a vital one for the Island. The 
people will not be unreasonable in expect
ing that every possible effort shall be made 
to establish and maintain the continuous 
efficient communication for which the terms 
of union call.

the welcome visit of the greatly honored 
Prince of Wales, who in thought and spirit 
has given to us and to our great neighbor 
on our border the glad Angel’s message. 
He embodied it, expressed it in his genial, 
kindly spirit, gracious ways, and ardent de
sire to manifest lasting goodwill towards 
each and all, that life might glow with the 
blessedness of real well-being, in a service 
of real well-doing. “Blessings be on him 
and immortal praise, who gave us nobler 
loves and nobler cares.”

965,512, with assets valued at $10,930,221, 
leaving the net debt $33,035,290. In later 
years at all events the debt has been in
curred for works that are of substantial va
lue in the development of the Province, a 
fact that is well recognized in financial cir
cles, where the credit of the Province stands 
deservedly high. Nearly nineteen million 
dollars has been expended under the Good 
Roads Act of 1912. In the good roads move
ment Quebec stands ahead of all the other 
provinces. Quebec’s agriculture is prosper
ous, and on the industrial side the Province 
has been making great progress, with so 
little of the unrest that is found elsewhere as 
to make Quebec’s position in that respect the 
occasion of widespread congratulation.

Message for the Times
I heard the bells on Christmas Day 
Their old familiar carols play 

“And wild and sweet the words repeat 
Of peace on earth, good-will to men.

Peace—Goodwill. The simple is sublime. 
Man and child can understand the essential 
spirit of Christmas, with its love and service 
in tokens of affection and regard.

The good is beautiful :
At Christmastide the open hand, 
Scatters its bounty o’er sea and land, 
And none are left to grieve alone 
For love is Heaven and claims its 
own. ’ ’

“Home, the spot supremely blest, a dearer, 
sweeter spot than all the rest,” has been 
dowered with priceless blessings by the 
Angel’s song, and the glad message of peace 
and goodwill make Christmastide an annual 
festival of the heart, when the aged become 
young in the joy and gladness of the pre
cious children, and within the family circle 
a joyous peace reigns through a gracious 
manifestation of goodwill, 
circle of friendship and social life, the better 
and the best are evinced in a gracious 
spirit of kindness and heartfelt sympathy, 
when to live is a delight, for “the day-spring 
from on high hath visited us.” 
is life. Burne-Jones, the painter, has de
picted the figure of Christ on a wayside 
cross-roads in France stooping down to kiss 
the forehead of a knight. The legend upon 
which the painting is based is that this 
knight met on the way his worst enemy and 
forgave him. As the knight knelt to pray 
at the cross-roads, Calvary, the figure of 
Christ suddenly became living and, for the 
Christmas charity displayed by the knight, 
kissed him upon the forehead. “Peace and 
goodwill.

There is a Divinity that shapes our ends, 
rough-hew them how we will.” “For unto 
us a child is born, unto us a son is given, and 
the Government shall be upon his shoulder, 
and his name shall be called Wonderful, 
Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting 
Father, the Prince of Peace.”

In this time of a world's great unrest, that 
is the rainbow that arches all clouds, im
parting hope and confidence. For amid the 
Babel sounds of today, the conflict and per
turbation out of all, we must realize and 
in confidence believe that “He ivho is never 
before His time and never is behind” will 
evolve a greater good and bring in a peace 
which shall be all the sweeter for the dis
cords that had preceded it.

With the dawn, the anticipation of Christ
mas, has come brightness and gladness by

Indian Home Rule

IT is the proudest day of my life,” said 
1 Mr. E. S. Montagu, Secretary of 

-State for India, when the Indian Home Rule 
Bill passed the British House of Commons 
few nights ago.

<<

P.E. Island-Mail Service
a

^COMMUNICATION between Prince Ed- 
ward Island and the mainland of 

Canada was for many years a troublesome 
question. The Islanders pointed out that the 
promise of efficient continuous steam com
munication was one of the conditions under 
which the Island entered Confederation, and 
demanded the fulfilment of the bond. The 
summer service was easily provided. For 
the winter the Canadian Governments pro
vided expensive ships, but they were un
equal to the ice conditions and the irregular 
connection was a cause of constant com
plaint. Then came the tunnel scheme. There 
were politicians ready to promise the tunnel 
in return for political support, but when, at 
a later period, they obtained power, the tun
nel project was not revived. Ultimately it 
was decided to meet the difficulty by pro
viding a winter car ferry service between 
“the Capes.” A costly steamer was built, 
and expensive terminals constructed. The 
steamer proved very efficient. At last it 
was thought a service was provided which 
would meet the Islanders’ wishes. After 
such a history as this, it is surprising to find 
that once more complaint is made that the 
Island is being neglected, that the promised 
efficient steam communication is not provid
ed. A member of the Provincial Govern
ment, Hon. F. J. Nash, has written in the 
Charlottetown Patriot a vigorous assault on 
the administration of the service. No fault 
is found with the steamer, or her command
er, or the terminal facilities. The complaint 
is that the railway authorities, under whose 
charge the service comes, are not using the 
facilities available, that the steamer is laid 
up when she could be making the crossing, 
and that consequently mails and passengers 
are detained for an unreasonable and un
necessary time. For twenty hours each day, 
during eight months of the year, the state
ment is made, mails and passengers are de
tained at Saekville, N.B.

The railway men’s side of the story we 
have not seen. Unless there are very strong 
reasons for a different course the authori
ties should give the people of Prince Ed-

Mr. Montagu has just 
cause for satisfaction. He tackled one of the 
hardest tasks that ever fell to a British Min
ister, and he has so far made a success of it. 
Britain’s fairly successful government of the 
four hundred million people in India has 
been one of the marvels of the age. The
story is darkened by the dreadful events of 
the mutiny, but since the stern suppression 
of that rising India has been comparatively 
tranquil. Unrest in some quarters there has 
always been, and something of the kind is to 
be expected in the future. But the educated 
classes in India—ever increasing under the 
policy adopted—have had abundant evidence 
of the desire of the British Government to 
give the country the blessings of 
pi ogress. Modifications of the laws respect 
ing the governing of India have been

In the wider

peace and
Love is

made
from time to time. The visit of the King- 
Emperor to India a few years ago—a step 
that gave many Englishmen grave anxiety— 
proved a valuable influence in retaining the 
confidence and support of the native Princes. 
Mr. Montagu
dia when the Secretary (Lord Crewe) 
in the House of Lords had to take upon him 
self the responsibility of handling Indian af
fairs in the House of Commons,

Under-Secretary for In-as
was

an experi
ence which was of great value to him when 
he came to the office of Secretary for 
dia in the present Government. He signal
ized Ins entry upon the higher position by 
announcing the intention of the Ministry to 
give India

> 7

In

measure of Home Rule. To en
able him to study his problem closely he 
went out to India and in conjunction with 
the Viceroy, Lord Chelmsford, prepared an 
elaborate report, recommending a consider
able enlargement of the, powers of the In
dian Government. It is this project, with 
some amendments made by a joint 
inittee of the two Houses, that is now likely 
to become law.

a

com-

The scheme perhaps 
would not be called Home Rule in a demo
cratic country, for it certainly does not pro
vide for self-determination. But nobody who 
has seriously studied the question imagines 
that the principles of responsible government 

be fully applied to India at present.can
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Wheat Policy Still Undecided any statement as to the Board’s probable action 
in the matter until his return. From other sources 
it is learned that so far the Board has not secured 
sufficient to fill contracts already made for Cana
dian wheat. There is evidently wide divergenceWestern Opinion Sharply Decided and Grain Board Reti

cent As to Its Intentions—Milk Problem in West 
is Serious—Christmas Trade Active

of opinion between members of the wheat board, 
the millers and the farmers themselves. Col. 
Frazier, a member of the Wheat Board, is empha
tic in stating that our wheat should go to the 
United States. The Saskatchewan Co-operative 
Elevator Company, a purely farmers’ organiza
tion, passed a resolution at its annual meeting 
asking that farmers be not permitted to 
their wheat over in car lots. Sir George Foster 
claims that the price of milk will be increased if

By E. CORA HIND.
Winnipeg, Man, December 20.—The attention 

of the West has been mainly centred on Christ- 
and Christmas shopping, and among

the organized farmers of Manitoba. They have 
done the first sensible thing that has so far been 
attempted, namely to get the prrdueers together 
This meeting will take place in Winnipeg to
morrow and it is among the possibilities that 
supplying milk may yet be included in the ac
tivities of the United Farmers.

Of course one of the immediate causes of the 
reduction in supplies is the large number of 
cows allowed to be sucked by their calves and 
then go dry, during the strike last May and June. 
Added to this, the lowering of the price or rather 
the fixing of the price by the Board of Com
merce has caused thousands of cows to be sent 
to the shambles. In fact for the last three months 
a conservative estimate of the number of 
going for slaughter on the Winnipeg yards alone 
would be 200 a day, and on many days the 
hers have run to three hundred and over. It 
will take time to replace this loss, more especially 
as not only mature cows, but young heifers and 
heifer calves have all met the same fate.

When it is born in mind that a heifer calf drop
ped to-day will make no contribution to the milk 
supply for at least two years and seven months, 
some idea of what it means to actually increase 
the milk supply can be gathered.

send
themas,

interesting things to be noted are the number of 
articles which were not procurable during 
war that are now to be found in the best shops. 
Among these are Spanish raisins, Turkish figs,

whole grain is allowed to go over instead of be
ing milled in Canada and the feed retained here, 
yet within the past few weeks the Canadian mills 
applied for permission to ship bran and shorts 
to the States claiming no market in Canada.

A recent meeting in Winnipeg of the repre
sentatives of the United Farmers of Ontario, the 
Co-Operative societies of Quebec and represen
tatives of the farmers’ organization and the 
terminal elevator interests of the west showed 
that there was a decided feed shortage in all 
Canada and that there would be no additional 
supply of screenings available for some time, 
and it was assumed at that meeting that where 
screenings might have been used, bran and shorts, 
even if higher in price, must be substituted for 
a time at least. It is apparently a case of “doctor’s 
differing."

The long, and, for the time of year, exceptional
stimulated

the

Roquefort Cheese, Swiss Cheese, Peak and Frean. 
Huntley and Palmer and Carr’s biscuits, Grecian 
currants and British hothouse grapes. Nearly all 
of these luxuries are extremely high in price but 
they are finding purchasers, though necessarily 
in very limited quantities.

The meat markets are extremely well supplied 
with very choice stuff but the egg and 
markets are bare and anything that can be truth
ful styled newlaid eggs can be sold for $1.50 per 
dozen while butter is 75 to 80c per pound. Im
portations of southern vegetables are much cur
tailed by rate of exchange.

The commercial editor of the Manitoba Free 
Press has run an interesting story of markets in 
Winnipeg in the year 1882 which may not be with
out its interest for eastern readers. It is in the 
form of notes from a diary and i uns:

Christmas 1882.
“In the early eighties the mecca of all Christ

mas shoppers was the city market and the Hud
son’s Bay. Those were the days when the Ko- 
bolds, the Gallaghers and the Holmans led the 

in meats and vied with each other in the pro-

»

butter

cows

num-

cold spell has broken, and this has 
business in nearly all lines. Whatever may come 
later in the winter the trade for Christmas has
been exceptionally active.

Elaborate preparations are going forward for
Wheat Movement Unchanged.

The American embargo on our wheat was lifted • 
Monday but so far there has been 
effect so far as western Canadian markets 
concerned. The chairman of the Canadian Grain 
Board has been in the east and is only 
ported on his way to Winnipeg. The Vice-Chair
man, F. W. Riddell, absolutely refuses to make

the annual meetings of the various branches of 
the organized farmers. The Manitoba meeting 
comes early in January and it is expected that 
1000 delegates will be in attendance at Brandon.

no apparent 
are

van
curing of the very choicest quality and arranging 
a display that people literally and truly went miles The Alberta U. F. A. meets the third week in 

January and the Saskatchewan Grain Growers 
in Febrary. At all of these gatherings the political 
aspect is expected to be especially in evidence.

now re-to see.
“In 1882 the choicest of the beef came in from 

old Ontario and the mutton, of which the display 
was somewhat limited, was from that province 
also, but the hogs were home grown and have not 
been surpassed even in later years. The feature 
however, of the market stalls of 1882' was 
abundance of game, both large and small. Buffa
lo, bear, elk and moose carcasses with the hides 
still on hung in profusion, while interspersed were 
prairie chicken, partridge, wild duck, wild geese 
and rabbits galore, 
what are now unattainable dainties : Buffalo, 18 
to 20c per lb.; bear, 30c; elk, 20 to 25c; moose, 
ditto; prairie chicken, per pair, 50c.; partridge, 
per pair, $1. No quotations on the wild turkey, 
but the domestic variety retailed at 20c and chic
ken at the same price. Butter, creamery, from 
Ontario, was 32 to 38c., according to grade ; eggs. 
30 to 35c. per dozen, but these were Ontario stor
age eggs; potatoes were 85c to $1 a bushel; frozen 
milk, stacked up in big cakes, was 15c a pound.

“Nor were imported luxuries lacking. Califor
nia pears were only 25 each, apples, $7 a barrel. 
Marsh cranberries from New Jersey $16 a barrel. 
Malaga grapes $11 per cask, Spanish onions $10 
a case, and oranges $14 to $15 a case. Tea was 60c 
to $1 a pound. Oysters and B. C. salmon are re
ported as on the market but no prices given. It' 
is difficult to figure how the B. C. salmon got 
here, it must have come round by the States.”

Cuban-Canadian Sugar Companythe

Following the forecast made some days likely to be relieved for several years to come the 
company is now in a position to take full advan
tage of unusually favorable conditions.

It is understood that more than $3,000,000 of 
the $4,000,000 of preferred shares have already 
been placed privately with clients of Royal Se
curities Corporation. A public issue is to be made 
about the first of the year and it is understood 
that a substantial bonus of common shares will 
be one of the features of the offering.

ago
that steps were being taken to direct the invest
ment of a large amount of Canadian capital into 
Cuban raw sugar production, definite 
ment comes from Royal Securities Corporation 
that

Here is a list of prices for announce-

the Cuban-Canadian Sugar Company is 
being incorporated under the laws of the Re
public of Cuba, with a capitalization of $4,000,- 
000 of 8 per cent cumulative preferred shares 
and $5,000,000 of common shares.

The Cuban-Canadian Sugar Company 
large sugar estate and factory with its own rail-

owns a

Winter Sports
way and port facilities at Ingenio Rio Cauto, in 
the Province of Oriente, Cuba, having acquired 
a property which has profitably operated for 
years past.

The “Highland Inn” situated in Algonquin Park, 
285 miles west of Montreal and 2000 feet above 
the level of the sea, offers first class accommoda
tion as reasonable rates for those desiring a quiet 
retreat where snow-shoeing, ski-ing, tobogganing 
and skating may be enjoyed to the hearts 
tent. Indoors, crackling logs blaze in the 
hearths, and the outdoor life gives you an appetite 
for the good things that an exceptional cuisine 
provides. The Inn is owned and operated by the 
Grand Trunk Railway. An illustrated booklet 
telling you all about it can be had free by ap
plying to Mr. M. H. Dafoe, Grand Trunk Ticket 
Office, 122 St. James Street, Montreal.

some
Owing to serious decline in the 

world’s production of beet sugar, the Cuban cane 
sugar supply will be called upon to make up the 
deficit in so far as this is possible, and already 
the price of raw sugar has risen from the normal 
level of two cents per pound to over eight cents. 
It is at this opportune time that the Canadian 
enterprise enters the field. A conservatice esti
mate of the profits of the Cuban-Canadian Com
pany for the fiscal year ending Sept. 30th, 1920. 
sets these at $1,127,000, which would not only 
meet the preferred dividends, but leave 16 
cent available for common stock.

con
open

The Milk Situation.
The milk situation is growing very acute, 

far the Board of Commerce has not dared to em-
So

bargo butter to lower the cost and increase the
last

per
supply of milk. Possibly someone has at 
convinced those autocratic gentlemen that so far 
from improving matters the embargo would make 
them worse.

The most interesting development is the stand 
being taken on the question of milk supply by

The production of the company has tripled in 
the last four years, and since the grinding of 
last year’s crop large sums have been expended 
to increase the company's output and lower the 
costs of production. With the world shortage not

A selection committee of Canadian 
will be in England in January to select suitable 
settlers for the farm lands of Canada, 
said that their coming is eagerly awaited 
many ex-service men.

farmers

It is
by
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Why Is There Not More For All to account for much of the poverty of the world. 
It is the income of the ordinarily well-to-do which 
gets the lion’s share of the excess above the 

If some ukase were issued and enforcedaverage.
that every family in Canada should receive theProcess of Invention, Which Was to Have Endowed the World 

With Universal Plenty, Has Left It Apparently With a Uni
versal Shortage of the Most Necessary Articles

same revenue in a given year, the biggest portion 
of that which those who had previously been below 
the prescribed level would receive would not 
from the millionaires, nor from the highest sal
aried officials in big business and the more pros
perous merchants and professional men. It would 

There were five million inhabitants in England come from the higher-paid artisans, the moder
ately successful merchants, doctors, lawyers and 
dentists, and the few prize winners in the teach- 

The population of the United States grew inS and preaching callings. The reason is, of
from five millions to over ninety millions during course, that there are so many more of this sort,
the nineteenth century. It will be seen that pro- And the inference is that the poor among us
duction had to increase a great deal in order to cannot possibly be lifted into comfort by lopping
overtake such a gain in population. off the surplus incomes of a few envied and hated

Second, a large amount of the goods produced men of affluence. Something more heroic must
is required to replace arid augment the stock be done, either by decimating the moderate in-
of capital goods. One of the essentials of large comes, or by increasing production, in the correc-
scale production is the existence of capital, which tion of the "inequalities of reward,
can be gotten only by saving. If some of the 
results of human energy take the form of food 
and clothing which perish with the using, other 
results take the form of buildings and machinery, 
which are necessary for further large-scale pro
duction. Thus another slice is accounted for.

come

By J. W. MACMILLAN
A correspondent asks me why it is that there 

is not plenty in the world for everybody, 
points to the enormous increase in production 
by the use of machinery, which we should have 
supposed, and indeed the ardent individualistic 
philosophers of a century ago did suppose, would 
have provided enough and to spare for every 
pertson within reach of civilization.

•He and Wales in the year 1700, nine millions in ,the 
year 1800, and thirty-five millions in the year 
1900.

Yet there
is scarcity in every land, and at least a tenth of.
the people of the most progressive countries, as 
the experts estimate, are on or below the poverty 
line. He says. “The proposition almost nar
rows down to the fact that every so-called ad
vance in our methods of production and distri
bution is a failure as regards what ought to be 
the true object of improved processes; viz.: the 
increase in the comfort and happiness of the race 
at large.”

Such comments have also been made by men 
like John Stuart Mill, Huxley, Buskin and the 
late Earl Grey. It is good for us, in these days 
of riotous spending, to be recalled to sober think
ing by plain statements of the failure of our in
dustrial order to meet the needs of humanity. 
Moreover, we are in a period singularly favor-

The Mass of Non-Essentials
Fifth, and last, and most important, is the 

amount of energy, time and capital which is de
voted to the production of non-essentials. This 
class of commodities is to be sharply distinguished 
from those which have gone to raise the standard 
of living. I am not now referring to better and 
more varied food, to warmer arid seemlier clothes, 
to roomier and more substantial houses, to whole
some books and rational amusements, 
ferring to luxuries, to things which contribute 
nothing to the upkeep of life, though they

Third, there has been a steady rise in the 
standard of living for all classes. The schedule 
of what is considered necessary for wholesome 
living has lengthened. We feel that we must 
have much that our grandfathers did not have; 
meat every day, changes in raiment, bathtubs, 
amusements, insurance, and the like. This is 
a healthful sign. It means longer lives, more 
self-realization, and a luster estimate of what 
is fit and becoming to human beings. If the pres
ent generation were content to 'live as men did 

Tradition has been discredited as never a century ago we should not have to blame the
before. Between the two extreme factions, one machines of an industrial age so severely. Thus
of whom is comfortable and has no thought but a third slice of the mass of goods produced is
to sit tight, and the other of whom is sore and accounted for.
has no thought but to smash things, there are 
to be found the great mass of humans who are 
readier than ever before to do right by the weaker 
and poorer classes. The first information they 
need is that which my correspondent asks for.

I am re

may
have a certain amount of justification as refine
ments.

able for new adjustments. Old habits have been 
broken up. The tides of pity and resentment at 
wrong which mounted so high during the war 
are still flowing. The world is willing for a new 
deal.

At the same time, in any community 
which has a decent sense of neighboring in it, 
the amount of refinement for any will wait until
the necessities have been secured for all.

It is true enough that the poor waste money. 
But they have the greater temptation, 
work is monotonous, and their homes narrow,

Their

and their education truncated—what else would 
you expect?

Fourth, there is the undeniable fact of ine
quality of distribution. If some have not enough, 
others have more than enough. Neither the family 
of mankind, nor thé family of any nation, nor 
the family of any village or township, acts «is a 
family should. The home is not fairly shared 
amongst the members of these several families. 
Some of the sons and daughters are couched in 
silk in spacious chambers, while others are closet
ed under the stairs or shiver in the woodshed.

It is not a pretty sight for the angels, if there 
are any angels left, but it exists. And it accounts 
for another slice of the loaf of production fail
ing to reach those who need it. Yet the slice is 
by no means so big as some think, nor are the 
"swollen rich” the class which has absorbed the 
greater part of what might have been given to 
the poor.

Statistics are often published setting forth the

But they do not waste relatively 
as much as those with bigger incomes. So many 
studies of expenditures of small incomes have
been made, in many "countries, that the certainty 
amounts practically to a law. by which the 
smaller the income the more goes for food and 
the less for any sort of “extras.” 
increases the amount spent on luxury and amuse
ment increases, both absolutely and relatively. 
Before we blame the poor let us correct our own 
misdemeanors.

I shall try, as far as I am capable of doing so, 
to supply this information.

The One-Idea Panacea
Let it be remembered that in this, as in all 

human problems, the answer is not a simple one. 
Human life is extremely intricate, 
hinders progress mora among the great bulk 
of our populations than their eager desire for 
simple and exciting ideas. Thus they are easily 
misled by one-idead enthusiasts who have a pat
ent panacea for all human ills. As a rule, the 
panacea has a glimmer of truth in it. It emits 
a spark of light, and human eyes are more in
clined to turn and gaze at one rocket which 
blazes in a dark sky than to view the diffused • 
radiance of the sun. I know that my diagnosis 
of the short-comings of the present industrial 
order will be less interesting because it is more 
detailed. But I hope that it may, nevertheless, be 
nearer to the truth.

First, then, it is jo be remembered that along 
with the increase of production " has gone an in
crease of population. If supplies are greater, so 
are consumers. The law of numerical increase

As the income

Nothing

One has but to walk through the main streets 
of any town and gaze into the shop windows. 
Somebody is buying all these flamboyant and 
unnecessary things, 
movies and allied amusements. Let him recall 
his boyhood, spent in city or country, and con-

Then let him consider the

<trast his own present expenditures with those of 
his father. He need not take the stern Puritan 
position and condemn all taste and sport. But 
he is surely justified in deploring a, diversion of 
the productive efforts of the community to 
over-production of luxuries while the supply of 
necessaries is short.

ownership of wealth, by which a very few ap
pear as possessors of great fortunes, while the 

These statistics are true.many have nothing.
But they do not apply to income. The inequal- an
ities of income, while great enough, are not com
parable to the inequalities in ownership, 
per cent of a country’s population may hold title- 
deeds to three-quarters of the wealth of the coun
try, but they do not eat three-quarters of the 
food of he country, nor anything like it. 
is all their income anything like three-quarters 

It is somewhat comfort-

Ten
It is not uncommon to see the prices of lux

uries remain constant, or even fall, while those 
of foodstuffs and clothes are 'rising, 
the explanation be that the class who can afford 
to be indifferent to the price of necessities, and 
who are chiefly concerned about the luxuries, are 
in command in industry; or whether it be due 
to the expanding and ill-directed desires of all 
alike; the fact undeniably is that if the time, in
telligence, energy and shrewdness which now goes 
into the making of things which the world could 
very well do without were directed to increasing 
the quantity of staple necessities there would 
be bigger stocks and lower prices in respect of 
the things which the poorest lack,

Whether
Nor

of population is that it tends to press up to the 
The food supply deter- of the national income, 

ing to know that ownership is only so far effec
tive, and that the dominance of wealth, big and 
dangerous as it is, does not reach an absolute

limits of subsistence.
mines, more than anything else, the number who 

I do not believe that population, sinceshare it.
the industrial revolution, has increased as rapidly

extreme.But it has increased materi-as production has. 
ally, and thus part of the gain in the amount of 
provision for mankind has been taken up. 
number of people living in Europe treble^ three 
times between the end of the seventeenth cen-

Besides, the huge incomes are not so numerous. 
If their excess above the average were divided 

all it would add very little to what any 
Even the incomes of the

The
among
one would receive, 
second rate, when added together, are not enoughtury and -the end of the nineteenth century.
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News of the Week.Unearned Increment Tax The Dominion Iron and Steel Company have 
received an order for 700,000 tons of rails for 
Roumania.Western Municipalities Are Trying to Get It Into Scientific 

Shape—Modern Ideas in Municipal Finance Are 
Making Rapid Headway

The report that Canada has received $35,000,000 
profits from the overseas canteens is declared to 
be unfounded.

By THOMAS ADAMS, Town Planning Expert of 
Conservation Commission.

Canada is negotiating with Belgium for the sup
plying of locomotives to Belgian railways. The 
Canada Car and Foundry have been negotiating 
for the supply of cars to Belgium but it is not 
known with what success.

As a result of proposals submitted to the Al
berta cities of Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge and 
Medicine Hat by the Town Planning Adviser of 
the Commission of Conservation, definite progress 
has been made by these cities in formulating city 
planning schemes to deal with the problems of 
assessment and taxation in their outlaying sub
divisions. The matter is very complicated and 
involves discussion of numerous overlapping de
tails in connection with city administration. In 
spite of this fact a clear and definite policy has 
been settled between the four cities. Should their 
views prevail and schemes be inaugurated on the 
lines they have improved, they will be responsible 
for. carrying out an interesting experiment of far- 
reaching importance.

The question now rests with the Public Utilities 
Commissioners of the Province and it is hoped 
that they will have the courage to put the matter 
to the test.

The proposals of the four cities are outlined 
in resolutions, passed by each city, which may be 
summarized as follows :

1. Each city is to be divided into an inner, or 
residential, area and an outer, or agricultural, 
area; the boundaries of these areas are to be fix
ed by the city, with due regard to present and 
future development and subject to the opproval 
of the Utilities Board.

the tax on unearned increment cn land in such 
a city as Edmonton which has previously 
perimented with the system of confining taxes to 
land values only..

ex-

The Montreal Civic Administrative Commission
Winter Sports has informed the Police Union that it declines to 

go to arbitration over a new wage scale for police
men.

Many reservations are being made for the 
Christmas holidays at the “Highland Inn,” Algon
quin Park. This popular hotel situated two thou
sand feet above the level of the sea, offers first- 
class accommodation at reasonable rates for 
those desiring a quiet retreat where all the win
ter sports, including snow-shoeing, ski-ing, to
bogganing and skating may be enjoyed to the 
heart’s content. Indoors, crackling logs blaze in 
the open hearths, and the outdoor life gives you 
an appetite for the good things that an excep
tional cuisine provides. Two hundred and eighty- 
five miles west of Montreal and one hundred and 
seventy miles west of Ottawa. The Inn is owned 
aid operated by the Grand Trunk Railway. An 
interesting illustrated booklet, telling you all 
about it, can be had free by applying to M. O. 
Dofoe, Grand Trunk Ticket Office, 122 St. James 
St. (opposite the post office) Montreal.

Increases have been granted which do not 
satisfy the demands of all the policemen, who 
agitating for arbitration.

are

The Canadian National Carbon Company and
the Prest-O-Lite Company of Canada have joint
ly purchased a site for a plant at Toronto. The 
new plant will be one of the largest erected in 
Toronto for some years and will consist of two 
buildings, one of which will be 80 feet wide by 400 
feet long, two storeys high, with one section 80 
x 80 three storeys high, to be occupied by the 
Canadian National Carbon Company, while the 
second building for the Prest-O-Lite Company 
will be 80 feet by 400 feet long and two storeys 
high. The contract for this plant has been award
ed to Messrs Wells and Gray, Limited, a purely 
local Canadian company. t

A New Poem for “ O Canada ”
2. No new plants of subdivisions are to be 

permitted in the agricultural area except in cases 
where land is ripe for building, the idea being to 
encourage cancellation of existing subdivisions 
where they have been promoted for purely spec
ulative purposes; no utilities except those 
quired for engineering or general public reasons

By HON. W. S. FIELDING in the January Canadian Bookman

O Canada! where health and wealth intwine, 
Where Northern blasts bear fragrance of the 

pine!
From soil and mine and lake and 
Come riches for thy dower,
Cascade and river joyously 
Bring wondrous gift of power.

I have heard the song “O Canada” criticized 
on the ground that for a national song it was 
too distinctly Canadian, that it lacked an Im
perial note, and this point was deemed of some 
importance at a time when the whole Empire was 
straining every nerve in the war against a bar
barous enemy. I am far from agreeing that the 
criticism was just. The Englishman, the Scot, 
the Welshman, or the Irishman is not deemed 
less loyal to the Empire when he sings of the 
beauty or the glory of his particular portion of 
the Kingdom; nor should anybody lack apprecia
tion of the singing by Canadians of “O Canada!” 
either in the original French form of Hon. Mr. 
Justice Routhier, or in the form of one of the 
several English translations that have been made. 
Out of the criticism, however, this thought came 
to me: Why should not the stately music of Mr. 
Lavallée, with which all Canadians are now fa
miliar, be the vehicle of a song at once Canadian 
and Imperial—a song of Canada, telling of the 
beauty of its scenery, the richness of its re
sources, the charm of its history, and, withal, 
the pride which Canadians feel in their citizen
ship in the British Empire? The accompanying 
song is presented as an endeavor to respond to 
the question :

re- sea

are to be extended into the agricultural area; the 
lands in the agricultural area are to be accessed 
at their real value for agricultural or similar pur
poses; such assessment is not to exceed $200 per 
acre for a period of five years. Further, a reduc
tion of not more than 40 per cent is to be made 
in the tax rate for lands in the agricultural 
no reduction on back taxes being made, although 
an extension of time for payment is given.

O Canada! thy page in story glows 
With chivalry of fleur de lis and 
Adown the vista of the years 
Heroic forms advance,
In light and shadow, smiles and tears, 
The flower of Albion-France.

rose.

area,

3. Provision is to be made for collecting the 
unearned increment on suburban lands in the 
following manner: On the first sale after the date 
of assessment on the basis of land in an unsub
divided area, a calculation is to be made of the 
increase in value, if any, by comparing the origin
al assessment with the sale prices and with the 
average of the annual assessments during the 
intervening period, 
similar calculation will be made of the increase 
since the previous sale. One half of the incre
ments thus shown is to be collected by the city. 
This process is to continue until the land be
comes included in the urban area or is assessed 
as urban land.

One or two of the cities differ with regard 
to parts of the above scheme so far as they 
relate to the reduction of the assessment in 
the agricultural area but there does not appear 
to be any difference with respect to the prin
ciples of the scheme or the application of the un
earned increment tax.

There is some difference of opinion, however 
with regard to the amount of the ‘unearned incre
ment’ tax, some citizens taking the view that 50 
pet* cent is too high and others that it is too low.

If: the scheme is Carried out it will be of 
interest to watch the effect of applying

O Canada! thy sons will proudly share 
Service that links with Empire’s world-wide care. 
Britannia’s far flung lands are bound 
With slender silken cord,
Yet strong as steel the tie is found 
When foes take up the sword.

O Canada! for thee the day-star beams,
Y'outh visions see and elders dream their dreams. 
An Empire’s splendor thou canst share,
Thy wealth is labor’s crown,
Shall not a land so rich and fair 
Win honor and renown?

On each subsequent sale a

A new “0 Canada O Canada! may we our trust uphold!
Life’s minpr things must not our hearts enfold. 
Not all the wealth of earth and sea 
Can win thee worthy fame,
If service of our God and thee 
Be not our highest aim.

O Canada* ’neath Northland’s brightest skies, 
From loving hearts our songs of praise arise. 
What grandeur in thy rugged heights,
What charm in wood and stream,
What beauty in the myriad lights 
That in thy heavens gleam !

♦For adaptation to the music, the French form 
of the exclamation “O Canada!” is retained, the 
accent falling on the last syllable.—This poem is 
reprinted in order to correct a number of errors 
which appeared in it in last week’s Journal of 
Commerce.

Refrain:
O Canada! let heart and hand 
Yield loyal service in this freeman’s land ! 
For freemen’s rights and freemen’s duties 

standi
ii



LIABILITIES

1919
Deposits, demand 

Do. notice
Circulation .........
Due Government 
Due other banks 
Bills payable ... 
Letters credit ..

$159,656,229
259,465,169
39,837,265
14,000,000
7.463,823

806,776
16,467,978

1918
$135,243,278
197,348,439
39,380,975

9,000,000
6,095.721

316,058
10,162,629

Pubic liabilities ..................
Capital ......................................
Reserve ....................................
Accrued dividends, etc. .. 
P. & L. balance ..................

$497,697,243 $397,547,102
17,000,000 14,000,000
17,000,000 15,000,000

853,422 
1,096,418

430,122
535,757

Totals $533,647,084 $427,512,932
Comparative figures of the position of the 

profit and loss accounts of the past three years 
are given in the following table:

1919 1918 1917
Profits ... 
Prev. balance

........... $3,423,264 $2,809,846 $2,327,979
535,757 564,264" 852,346

Total . ..
Less: —

Dividends ............... $1,866,196 $1,614,702 $1,549,404
340,000 ..............
100,000 100,000
400,000 400,000
156,406 133,651
...........  40,000
...........  50,000
...........  500,000 528,300

$3,959,021 $3,374,110 $3,180,325

Bonus
Pension fund 
Premises 
Govt, taxes . 
Patriotic ... 
Halifax fund 
Reserve .........

100,000
250.000
128,357
60,000

$2,862,603 $2,838,353 $2,616,061
Balance ....................$1,096,418 $535,757 $564,264

The finishing rooms in the mills of the Abitibi 
Power and Paper Company have developed the 
art of car loading until it has become a science. 
So exacting and extensive are the precautions 
taken against damage to the huge rolls of paper 
while in transit, that little short of an actual rail
road wreck can harm the newsprint while on its 
way to its destination.

The procedure is explained thus by “The Broke 
Hustler”:

The empty freight car is first placed on a sid
ing by the railroad company, where an inspector 
goes carefully over it to see that it is thoroughly 
watertight. Bad cars are rejected at once, and 
any that the Inspector is in the least doubtful 
about are subjected to a water test. If this test 
is passed satisfactorily the car is then switched 
to the Train Shed in the Mill where an experienced 
cleaner cleans it out thoroughly and goes care
fully over it with a smoothing board for nails 
and bolt heads. The cleaner extracts all nails 
and other obstructions that he finds, and turns 
it over to a second inspector.

This man is equipped with a cluster of power
ful electric lights which illumine every corner of 
the car with a strong light. He goes over every 
part of the car with extreme care, marking all 
projections such as nails that have been over
looked, or bolts heads, with a piece of chalk. 
The car then is put in charge of the car liners 
who extract all nails, and cover any projection

that cannot be removed with thick strips
wrapper. The ends of the car are then furnished 
with bumper blocks, each consisting of two six 
inch strips of eight thicknesses of wrapper. This 
is an efficacious protection from jolts or jars of 
any kind. The sharp corners of the door posts 
are also covered with six inch strips ef eight 
thicknesses of wrapper, and the car is again gone 
over under the glare of strong electric lights 
and tested with a straight edge to see that smooth 
surfaces are everywhere presented to the rolls.

The rolls

of

then loaded and pushed tighly 
together with an instrument known as a “roll 
pusher,” those in the doorways being toe-blocked 
with triangular shaped blocks of wood nine inches 
long and four inches high. A two inch plank, six 
inches wide, is nailed across the inside of the 
doorway to prevent the roll from falling against 
the door, and finally the door is closed, 
strips of tar

are

and
paper are nailed along its top and 

both its sides and are battened down with strips 
of half inch wood one inch wide.

The nationality of immigrants to Canada during 
the month of October was as follows: British 7b, 
Canadian 113, American 1,368, French 1, Scan
dinavian 108, others 95. They followed the fol
lowing occupations:—Farmers 555, farm laborers 
41, laborers 62, mechanics 80, railroaders 18, clerks 
36, domestic 15, miners 9, professionals 24, 
and children 856, unclassified 64.

women
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Royal Bank Assets $533,000,000
Over Half Million Added to Profit Balance In Spite of 

2 p.c. Bonus After 12 p.c. Dividend—
A Magnificent Showing

Christmas, 1919ed $55,681,547, compared with $42,124,658 in 1918, 
the greater part of the increase, presumably, be
ing in United States currency and other foreign 
money, shows separately in the statement under 
review for the first time, these totalling over $11.- 
300,000.

Holdings of federal and provincial government 
securities show an increase of almost 9 millions, 
standing at $45,323,598, while other stocks 
bonds at $52,815,433 were higher by over 
lions.

Call loans in Canada grew from $10,067,481 at 
the end of the 1918 period 'to $16,435,614 at the 
end of November last, while loans of a similar 
category outside the Dominion were higher 
some 9% millions at $33,812,751.

Current loans in Canada are given in the state
ment at the record total of $143,259,518, an in
crease of upwards of 24 millions in the year, in
dicating that the bank is playing a generous part 
in the transition period through which the coun
try is passing. Current loans outside Canada in
dicate in a significant way the activities of the 
institution in foreign fields, the bank having 
many branches in Europe, South America,
West Indies and the United States, established to 
further Canadian trade exterprise abroad. These 
stood at in excess of 90 millions, an increase 
over 26 millions in the year.

As predicted in these columns a week or so ago, 
the annual report of the Royal Bank of Canada, 
made public on Friday, for the year to Novem
ber 29, shows assets well in excess of half a bil
lion dollars, being indeed $533,647,000. Profits for 
the year were $3,423,266 of $3,166,858 after de
duction of war tax and pension fund. This re
presents a net profit of 20.4 per cent on the aver
age capital banking for dividends. The dividend is 
12 per cent and the bonus this Christmas accounts 
for 2 per cent, while $400,000, or about 2% per 
cent is written off premises. The usually large 

of over $500,000 is added to the balance car-

The President, Directors 
and Officers of

and 
8 mil- The

sum
ried forward, which is now $1,096,418, and sug
gests an intention either to add to Rest Account, 
which is already at par or to increase the div
idend distribution next year. Capital and Rest 
Account are now $17,000 each. The capital was

Royal Bank 
of Canada

by

increased by $3,000,000 and the Rest by $2,000,000 
during the year, while total assets increased by 

than $106,000,000. This is the fiftieth state
ment of a full year’s business since the foundation
more

of the bank.
The balance sheets 

pare as follows:
of the 'last two years com-

desire to offer to the 
Customers and Friends 
of the Bank, Best Wish
es for a Happy Christ
mas and a Prosperous 
New Year.

the
ASSETS

19181919 ■
$ 55.681,547 $ 42,124,658

26,000,000 
10,678,020 
20,034,899 

6,042

Coin and notes . .. 
Central gold res. .
Notes, other banks 
Cheques,
Due by Canadian banks..

outside ....................

of24,500,000 
3,464,200 

23,757,240 
17,103

18,101,373 10,391,516
36,599,976 
44,705,300 
10,067,481 

33,812,751 24,374,191

do. The balance sheet portion of the 1919 exhibit 
of the bank is a notable one.

$419,121,399 are $86,529,682 in excess of that at 
the end of the previous year, savingg accounts 
contributing over 62 millions to the increase and 
demand deposits 24 millions. v..„ulation showed 
a small increase over the 1918 figure, the total of 
$39,827,265, being less than half a million in ex
cess of that of a year ago.

Current coin.

Total deposits ofDo.
Government securities ... 45,323,598

52,815,433 
16.435,614

Other securities ., 
Call loans, Canada 
Call loans, outside

$273,908,862 $224,982,088
119,184,715 
64,175,163 

388,513 
1,171,131 
6,492,011 

10,162,629 
742.818 
213,910

Total liquid assets 
Current loans, Canada ... 143,259,518 
Current loans, outside . .. 90,210,271

365,089 
1,495,271 
7,016,444 

16,467,978 
750,000 
173,648

Overdue debts ....
Real Estate ...........
Bank premises ...
Letters credit -----
Circulation deposit 
Other assets .........

Dominion notes and foreign
currency on hand at the end of the year aggregat-

Car Loading a Fine Art$533,647,084 $427,512,982Totals

'
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The Hide and Leather Industry
In Canada

HE Hide and Leather Industry is one of the 
oldest in the Dominion of Canada, tanneries 
having been established by the earliest set

tlers for the purpose of utilizing the skins of their 
animals for the satisfaction of their own re

quirements in footwear, carriage fittings, and. the 
various other products for which leather can be 
employed. In those days there was no such thing 

shipment of cattle to remote markets “on the 
hoof” and consequently the supply of domestic 
hides was always equivalent to the supply of home
grown meats, and was at times even beyond the re
quirements of the Canadian leather market, so that 
leather and raw hides 
were at times exported to 
the neighboring Repub
lic. With the rise of the 
export trade in live cat
tle, Canada ceased to 
have even sufficient 
hides to supply her own 
leather requirements and 
for many years the bulk 
of the raw material used 
by Canadian tanners has 
been imported from for
eign sources.

The Canadian tanning- 
industry has not until re
cent years concerned it
self greatly with the out
put of the finer grades of 
leather and its product 
has been restricted to the 
coarser kinds of leather 
employed in footwear 
and in the manufacture 
of belting; but, especially 
since the War, the Cana-. 
dian tanners have found it 
more and more advan
tageous to devote their 
attention to a better class 
of products. They pos
sess the best obtainable 
machinery, an abundance 
of cheap power, and as 
good a supply of competent labor as is to be found 
anywhere in the world.

The leather industry has been very greatly stimu
lated by the expansion which has taken place in re
cent years in the Canadian footwear industry. A 
few features illustrative of the growth of this latter 
industry will give a striking idea of the manner in 
which it has enlarged the market for strong and 
durable leathers. In 1909 the output of footwear in 
Canada was 11,000,000 pairs. During the war this 
was raised to a maximum total of 20,000,000 pairs, 
and while the latter figure was somewhat «scep- 
tional and was caused by heavy Government con
tracts, it seems safe to assert that the Canadian out

put will not again go much below 16,000,000 pairs. 
This industry, which affords the chief market for 
the output of Canadian tanneries, may be divided 
into three geographical divisions. The Montreal 
District produces 50 per cent of the entire total ; 
the Toronto district produces 25 per cent, and Que
bec and the Maritime Provinces together produce 
the remaining quarter, to which the City and dis
trict of Quebec alone contributes four times as much 
as the Provinces-by-the-Sea. There are a few shoe 
factories in the West, but their output is a negligible 
proportion of the whole. The product of this in
dustry now ranges from the coarsest patterns worn 

■ ' .. ‘ y by lumbermen and out-
door workers generally to 
the
and many

arc branches
American houses which 
turn as large a range 
of patterns as good a 
style their Head Offi- 
ces the Republic.

The fact that the Pro- 
vince of Quebec does so 
large proportion 
manufacturing of foot- 
wear is due more to labor 

power
1 than to sources of raw

the domestic leather sup- 
ply in On-

For the
priced skins Canada

on the
United States, and the 
chief there
many the

of American hides 
and leathers.

The Canadian shoe in
dustry, which not long 
ago had to fight hard for 
the control of the domes- * 
tic market, is now actual
ly able to secure a consid

erable outlet for its products in European countries. 
France and England particularly are in the mar
ket for Canadian shoes, and the visit of three lead
ing Canadian shoe manufacturers to Europe during 
the. past year resulted in extensive orders.

Canada is dependent on American-controlled 
sources for the supply of hides and for a consider
able share of her frriished leathers. The Canadian 
packers contribute some proportion of. the hides re
quired by Canadian tanneries,. but not sufficient 
quantity to affect the price established by the Am
erican interests. The “big five” of the American 
packing industry control the raw material supplies 
of the leather industry. Their interests are so large
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MR. .JOSEPH DAOUST,

J’resident of Daoust, Lalonde and Company, Victoria 
Square, Montreal.



they are salted and piled for at least a month to 
let the surplus blood and moisture evaporate ; when 
this curing is completed the color of the hides is 
found to have changed from bloodshot to an ashen 
grey. The hides are then carried on conveyors to 
what is known as the beam house, where they are 
washed in a pit of clear water. After this the hide 
is trimmed; the tail and ears go to the manufacturer 
of glue at a price of about a cent a pound. Between 
this operation and the curing the hide loses nearly 
20 per cent of its original weight. It is next thrown 
across a horse or trestle and deftly slit along the 
centre and f om this stage onwards each part is 
known as a ‘ side.”

The process of fleshing is done in a machine 
which scrapes off all particles of flesh which may 
still adhere to the hides after their preliminary 
treatments. Then the sides are linked together 
with metal clips to facilitate handling in the next 
operation. They are then taken to the pits in which 
they are soaked in order to facilitate the removal of 
the hair. There are usually about six of these pits, 
each containing a solution of lime and the string of 
sides is moved forward each successive day into a 
pit containing a stronger solution than its predeces- 

This treatment causes the hair follicles to 
swell and the hides are then put through an “un
hairing” machine which contains a cylinder with 
knives similar to those of the “fleshing” machine, 
but not so sharp, which take off the hair cleanlv 
and quickly. This “unhairing” machine is one of 
the great labor-saving devices of the modern tan
nery. Run by one man it is capable of removing 
the hair from 600 “sides” in a single day. The hair 
is a by-product of considerable value, and after be
ing washed and dried it is sold for use in upholster
ing.

sor.

The hide then goes through another “fleshing” 
machine and into a solution known as “bate,” the 
purpose of which is to remove the lime from the 
pores of the skin, and at the same time to preserve 
the gelatine content. Any trace of lime would seri
ously interfere with the process of tanning. In 
primitive times various kinds of farmyard manure 
were used for the “bate,” but modern science has 
provided more sanitary and convenient chemical 
solutions having the same properties.

After half a day in salt pickle the hide at last
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Tanning Drums, Paul Galibert, Montreal.
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Tan Bark at the rear of Wickett if1 Craig Leather Works.

as to constitute a dominating influence in most of 
the services connected with the production and dis
tribution of animal products, and they are reaching 
out for similar control, not only of articles which 
can be used for substitutes for animal products, but 
also of various other lines more or less related to 
their main business. In 1917 they handled 44 per 
cent of the total United States output of sheep and 
lamb shoe stock, 17 per cent of the glove stock, 9 
per cent of the harness leather, 21 per cent of belt
ing, and 22 per cent of sole leather. On July 31, 
1917, they had almost 95 per cent of the country’s 
entire supply of hides.

It is well within the memory of many living busi
ness men that there was a time when a cow sold for 
$40.00 was considered to have brought a high price. 
In fact, steers, and very fine ones at that, have been 
sold in Toronto for as low as $18 when they would 
have brought in Europe at that very time a price 
close to $100. Hides from the local butchers 
at that time considered almost as offal. Today a 
good-sized hide is worth $30, which is more than 
many cattle brought 25 years ago, and is almost 
much as the carcass would bring at the present time. - 
If it were not for this immense rise in the value of 
leather the increase in the cost of beef would have 
been so great as to render that food practically pro
hibitive1, so that the packers are able to assure them
selves that in charging all that the market will bear 
for their hides they are actually assisting to reduce 
the price of a highly important article of food. The 
consumer who finds himself tempted to complain of 
the apparently high price of his new pair of shoes 
might do well to bear in mind that the amount which 
he pays to the stock raiser for the hides helps him 
to secure his beefsteak at a lower price than would 
otherwise be possible.

The process of manufacturing leather commences 
with the purchase and curing of the hides. These ‘ 
are secured from two sources—the packers, and the 
small butchers and farmers of the tanner’s own lo
cality—and they are usually classified as “packer 
hides” and “country hides.” Because the packer 
employs skilled labor in the removal of the skin 
from the carcass, his hides always command a high
er price than those of the country butcher, whose 
skinning methods are of an amateurish character 
The hides are first brought to the hide room to
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comes to the beginning of the tanning process pro
per, and is put into a liquor known as “chrome.” 
From this the leather conies out light green in color. 
This is the principal process employed in tanneries 
which produce the finer grades of leather for shoe 
uppers, and it possesses several distinct advantages 
over the old bark or vegetable tanning processes. 
Chrome leather is softer and will take a finer polish 
than leather produced by vegetable tanning. The 
chrome process has of late been employed as a pre 
liminary to the vegetable tanning even in the manu
facture of heavy leathers for workmen’s boots, 
it was found that the use of this double 
very satisfactory results.
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Ordinarily speakinc, 
however, the coarser uppers and sole leather, belt
ing, and harness leather are not subjected to the 
“chrome” process, but are immediately introduced 
into the vegetable tanning plant.

After the tannage process the leather is put 
through a ringer which removes all moisture and 
which straightens it out for the splitting machine 
it it is intended for any of the finer employments. 
Of all the machinery in a modern tannery this 
“splitting” machine is undoubtedly the most won
derful. Cow-hide being too thick and heavy for 
use as uppers in its unsplit condition has to be re
duced to the requisite size by splitting.

This is done by presenting the edge of the hide 
to a sharp revolving band or belt knife which passes 
through it parallel to the surface. The belt knife 
is of steel about 2 inches wide, running rapidly in 
tension over two pulleys through a horizontal 
grooved guide and kept sharp at one edge by an 
emery wheel. Against this sharp edge the hide is 
forced by passing between brass rollers, the 
of which is straight and rigid while the under 
in sections resting on a lower roller of rubber to 
give to the inequalities and irregularities of the 
hide. All inequalities are kept on the flesh side of 
the hide while the grain side is kept uniform in 
thickness. The best half is the grain side on which 
the hair was originally.

King Bros., Whitley, Out. Bark Yard.

After this setting out” it is hung in large drying 
lofts into which hot air is constantly pumped from 
the engine room.

Some leather is varnished and some is put into 
the “staking” machine. The amount of “staking,” 
which is a process of mechanical softening. and 
stretching, is done on a table with a wide slit down 
the centre through which two arms moves back and 
forth meeting each other so as to grip the skin bo

th e extremity of the upper one,tween a roller, on 
and two blunt blades set about three inches apart, 

the extremity of the lower one. By the motion 
of the arms the skin is strongly pulled out while 
being held by the operator. After each stroke the 
skin is released and shifted so that all parts may 
be stretched. After this a dye containing a dress
ing is brushed in and the leather is again hung in a 
hot-air drying loft.

on

upper 
one is

the next process, in most cases, is glazing and 
smooth-plating, which is practically a mechanical 
way of ironing the leather without'the application 
or heat. The product is now finished. The pieces 
of leather are sorted according to weight and grade, 
and sent to a power-driven measuring machine of 
extraordinary ingenuity which registers on a dial 
the exact surface measurement of each piece which 
passes through it. These measurements are tabu
lated on a special adding machine and the leather 
is packed ready for shipment.

After splitting, the leather is put into a drum con
taining oil, which replaces the natural oils removed 
in the previous processes. The dyeing is then done 
in another drum or by hand arid the leather is 
then straightened out, stretched on frames, to pull 
out all the wrinkles, and given its permanent shape.

i All colored leathers are made from the grain side 
of the hide, because they are generally used in high- 
class work. The flesh side is sometimes embossed 
so as to show an imitation grain and is then known 
to the trade as “box splits.”

The process used in the manufacture of glove 
leather are in the main the same as for the finer 
grades of upper leather. The raw material consists 
ot kid skins, which come from India and South 
America, but at the present time the South Ameri
can market is so depleted as to be practically use
less as a source of supply. In consequence of the 
monopoly position thus given to the Indian market 

i ^ Indlan Government in September
placed a duty of 15 per cent on all exports except to 
other parts of the British Empire, in which case 
the duty is 5 per cent. As Canadian tanners do all 
their buying through the New York market, , 

at present paying the 15 per cent duty and

a

theyFront View of Clarke ch Clarke’s Sheepskin Tannery, Toronto. are
ap-



many of the substitutes coining on the market. To
day the tannery is aille to get along as well and per
haps better without any of the German dyes and 
chemicals formerly used. All chemicals are thor
oughly tested before use, the present prices of raw 
hides will not allow a margin for spoiled ones, 
hides and leather in process of manufacture at this 
plant are valued at about $500,000.

The plant employs about 350 men and girls, and 
if the old methods of tanning were carried on the

plying for a rebate of 10 per cent, an unsatisfactory 
method which at the best involves a considerable 
loss of time.

Patent leather is a special department of the in
dustry, in which the glossy effect is produced by 
exposure to the sun. It is interesting to note that 
the largest patent leather tannery in the British 
Empire is that of A. R. Clark & Company in To
ronto. Other large tanneries of this kind are located 
at Quebec, Sherbrooke, St. Hyacinthe, Kitchener, 
and Hastings, Ont.

The largest tannery in the Province 
and the third largest in Canada, is that of the 
Daoust, Lalonde & Co., of Montreal, 
it has since been extended and is todav one of the

The

Mr. Daoustsame output would require 800 men. 
said that there had been no labor trouble in the

)f Quebec,

plant, but that from time to time generous conees 
sions of pay and time had been made.

Built in 1908,
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UnhHiring and fleshing machines. Beam-house of the AngloCanadian Leather Comparu/. Limited

most- up-to-date1 in Canada. It is equipped with a 
sprinkler system against fire, aerial conveyors for 
moving the pelts, an intricate piping system for 
changing the liquors in the vats, an artesian well 
supplying all water used, a millwright shop where 
machinery is overhauled and repaired and a fine 
laboratory for research and tests work. Tin 
building is 350 feet by 65 feet, built of brick, three 
stories high.

During the war a great deal of substitution had 
to be done for chemicals and dyes that were not pro
curable from enemy countries, 
charge of the laboratory, one of Mr. J. Daoust’s 
sons, conducted extensive research work and tested

The firm of Duclos & Payan, well known in Mont
real have a large modern plant at St. Hyacinth. 
The business was founded in 1873. The late Mr. 
Payan, who came from France, started the first 
chrome tanning in Canada. At present they are 
turning out about 800 sides a week by the vegetable 
process and about 1,500 chrome.

The Hastings Tanning Company at Hastings, 
Ont,, have recently rebuilt a tannery destroyed by 
fire. The new building is fireproof in construction 
and is situated on the Trent River. They have their 
own docks to ship from and utilize waterpower to 
drive the machinery. It is also claimed that the 
water of the Trent River is “soft” and particularly

mam
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ries discovered and later still that of alum. These 
speculations serve little purpose except to show 
that while methods and machines develop, princi
ples remain unchanged; and all the primitive types 
of which we have spoken survive in altered forms' 
in the manufacture of today, alongside others of' 
which our ancestors knew nothing.” In those times 
when man lived mainly on the products of the chase, 
the skins of wild animals formed the principal 
source of leather, while their place is now quite a 
subordinate one, except for furs.

Garfish skin polished to resemble ivory was used 
by the Indians for armour. Codfish skins were in 
olden days made into gloves in Gloucester, Mass. 
Egypt made sandals from Red Sea fish.

The various skins and hides that are used in the

THE JOURNAL OF COMMERCEDecember 23, 1919
- *ï

11adapted for use in the tanning baths. They special
ize in oak sole leather.

1 Leather Company have an up-to- 
date plant an<l have been engaged on an extensive 
order from the South African Government for up
holstering leather. This leather was used in the 
railway carriages. Practically all the hides they 
use are Canadian.

The Robson Tannery at Oshawa, founded in 1865 
has become the principal industry of the town. The 
plant now covers five acres and employs two hun
dred and fifty men to complete the output of 1,800 
sides a day. They turn out principally upper leath
er with some patent, velour and gun-metal.

It is hard to write history of the leather industry

The M
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Roll Loft of the Anglo-Canadian Leather Company,' Limited, Bracebridge, Ontario. Constructed of solid

concrete, 600 ft. long.I
making of leather are many, but the most used and 
most useful are the skins and hides of domestic 
animals. The whole list of skins and hides may be 
divided into three large classes. The first class may 
be called the wild animals. The principal wild ani
mals that are of use to the leather industry as hide 
bearers are deer, antelope, reindeer and kangaroo. 
The second class may be called the aquatic animals. 
This class contains also reptiles no necessarily wat
er inhabitating. These are seal, alligator, lizard, 
snake and shark. The third and most important 
class may be called the domestic animals. This 
class contains also the semi-domestic animals such 

the goat and buffalo. The ox, cow, calf and bull, 
the sheep, goat, buffalo, horse and colt all belong to

because in the earliest historical times the art had 
attained such a development that its details were no 
longer a matter of curiosity, and hence little inform
ation of its methods have been preserved. We 
know, from actual specimens, that in Rome, pre
sumably in Greece, and certainly in the still earlier 
civilization of Egypt, leather was used for most of 
the purpose for which it is used today. Looking yet 
further behind us we may picture the ways of the 
primitive hunter from those of savage races who 
still use skins for clothing, and prepared them in the 
old traditional ways of their tribe. We may imag
ine that the earliest of these depend on greasing, 
smoking and stretching and softening the skin as it 
dried: that only later was the use of barks and ber- -|as

n
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working and tanning being much more economical.
Lizard skins are used as fancy leather in the 

manufacture of purses, medicine cases and other 
leather goods. Arctic seals, which differ from the 
Alaska fur seal in that the hair of the former is 
coarser, are also captured in large quantities for 
their skins and also for their oil. Snake skin is not 
very popular and requires to be stroked in one direc
tion to be smooth. It is used in the manufacture of 
fancy leather as are also the different fish skins. 
Of these latter, shark and sturgeon are most used. 
Shark skin when tanned has a burnished grey or 
bluish color. It is valuable for the manufacture of 
shagreen and decorative work, being smooth and 
easy to work. Sturgeon, when the bony plates 
removed, resembles alligator skin. The leather is 
very tough and is used for joining leather belting. 
The angel-fish, from Turkish waters, gives a high 
Quality green leather much liked in that country. 
Turbot skins in Russia are used to trim dresses. 
Red sea fish skins are made into sandals in Egypt 
Eelskin is used for bookbinding, 
however, fish skins are little used in

are

the whole, 
commercial

way and were rather the possession of primitive 
man. In class three, are the skins from which near
ly all commercial leather is made. Hides, which 
come from cattle and horses, are used in the manu
facture of the heavier kinds of leather, and-kips, 
which come from immature cattle, and skins of 
goats and sheep, etc., are used for the lighter leath
ers.

■ ,

I

I

this latter class. In class one, the deer, reindeer and 
antelope arc used mostly for the manufacture of so- 
called chamois and oil leathers for moccasins. Win
ter gloves are also made from the skin of these ani
mals. The true “chamois” leather which 
doubt originally made from the animal of that name 
is now made from the inner half of sheepskins. The 
supply of deer and antelope skins is very irregular 
and is never used as the sole raw material for a tan
nery. Reindeer is becoming more and more domes
ticated, especially in the far north and in Norway. 
In this country this latter animal could be turned 
to créât advantage both for skins and meat at very 
little expense, and there is no doubt that it will be 
in time. The kangaroo skin is used for making shoe 
leather on account of its great suppleness, its toue-h- 
ness of fibre and its unrivalled thickness of grain. 
It is especially adapted for shoes for tender feet and 
resists the penetration of water. In class two, alli
gator skin is perhaps the most used. These reptiles 
are very plentiful in tropical countries, and, like the 
reindeer in the north, will have their day in the 
futive. Alligator skin is used in the manufacture 
of the genuine “crocodile” leather.

There is now an alligator skin business controlled 
by a Newark, N.J., firm which buys 90 per cent of 
the skins for American production, 
market at present in Europe. These animals will 
probably never extinct, one female laying 100 eggs 
a year. Only green salted hides are useful, their

was no

There is no

■ . ' '• j •
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1jBarrie Tanning Co., Barrie, Ont. Logan Tanneries, Picton, Out.
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GROWTH OF LEATHER INDUSTRY IN CANADA.
3

4,287

5,493

Statistics for 1871.
Wage 

Earners.
25,670

Estab-
ments.

Wages,
Labor.

Cost,
Material.

$5,890,576 $14,860,304 $27,953,809
7,810

4,159.896 7,927,155
1,124.407 

15,100

4,207 1,056,204 5,712,642 9,184,932

Value,
Products.

Kinds of Industries. Capital.
Leather & its finished products 6,385 $6,606,885
Leather belting and hose......... 3 24^000
Boots and shoes ......................... 4,191 3,266,633 18 719
Harness and saddlery............... 1.045 638.036 2,695
Leather goods................................ 4 22,050
Leather, tanned, curried and

finished.................................. 1.142 2,656,166

25 81,000 105.000
16,133.638
2,486.939

43,300
659.986

6,68024

$7,552,630 $18,681,630 $35,208,702
62,640 

4,916,464 
1,040,319 

4,000

1,529,207 6,635,066 11,536,860

238,000
9,935,281
1,861.283

12,000

511,000
18,990,381
4,150,461

20,000

Leather & its finished products 7,774 $18,872,637
Leather belting and hose........  6 251.000
Boots and shoes ..................... 6.398 9,648.639
Harness and saddlery............... 1.567 2,627,135
Leather goods.............................. 1 4 400
Leather, tanned, curried and

finished.................................. 802 6,341,463

$6,700,681 $21,870,614 $36,455,776
10,060

4,382.584 9,786,745
783,884 1,689,258

1,524,153 10,307,018 15,145,535

87,593 126,961
17,895.903 

3,287,377

Leather & its finished products 6.809 $14,265,768
Leather belting and hose ........ 7 49,825
Boots and shoes ................  4,443 6,491.042
Harness and saddlery............... 1.346 1,338,279
Leather, tanned, curried and

finished.................................. 1.013 6,386,622

.=

M

1

Statistics for 1901.

431 $21,436,594
4 246,300

179 11,005.869 12.949
95 2,512.301 2,161

15,450

143 7,300,584

Leather & its finished products
Leather belting and hose ........
Boots and shoes.........................
Harnes and saddlery ...............
Leather goods. . ...........................
Leather, tanned, curried and 

finished........................

19,204 $6,040,932 $21,725,613 $34,720,513
34,700 230,000

3,935,448 10,993,979
718,771 1,824,751

17,675

3,607 1,262,300

81 408.715 
18,481,216 
3,427 255 

72,6003 76 43,000

8,507,788 12,068,600

Statistics for 1906.

533 $28,667,125
137 578,675
138 11,709,165

11 785.061
182 4,085 223
12 315,150

183 11,193,851

Leather & its finished products
Leather belting and hose.........
Boots and shoes .........................
Boot and shoe supplies.............
Harness and saddlery...............
Leather goods................................
Leather, tanned, curried and 

finished..........................

17,991 $6,399,330
73,390 

12,035 3,932.766
292 103.733

1,947 801.518
89,356

3,274 1,398,567

$42,132,007 
939,312 

20,264 686 
552.802 

4,800.555 
432,435

15,142,217

178

265

Statistics for 1910.

399 $48,788,803 22,742
180 23,630,649 16,150
57 4,866,192 1,578
14 961.319
30 2,046,784

94,000 
2 121,091

113 17,068,768 3,530

Leather & its finished products
Boots and shoes.........................
Harness and saddlery...............
Boot and shoe supplies.............
Leather goods.................................
Whips...............................................
All other industries...................
Leather, tanned, curried and 

finished...................................

$9,644,403 $34,394,189 $62,850,412
6,542,347 18,507,535

787,620 3,119,313
200,054 506,096
342,820 1,548,290
20,450 
18,225

1,732,887 10,575,655 19,972,178

33,987,248
5,205,454
1,025,878
2,402,304

124.350
133,000

501
880

3 51 59,000
78,30043

Statistics for 1891.

Statistics for 1881.
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7

Estab-
ments.

Products.
Value,

Material.
Cost,

Labor.
Wages,

_ Earners. 
WageCapital.

$60,269,498 
1,393,619 151

30,881,172 14,290
5,747,234 1,431
2,004,030

20,307 $10,306,114 $45,201,496 $71,036,644
81,742 1,027,763 1,717,702

6,814,772 18,980,004 34,064,696
1,115,039 5,595,080 8,739,278

376,634 1,187,755 2,179,035775

18,123,623 23,654,491
84,405 - 328,303

107,520 185,868
95,347 167,271

19,688,281 3,293
153,284 
184,116 
217.762

1,754,871
99,429
35,166
28,461

196
105

66

Kinds of Industries.

Leather & its finished products
Leather belting and hose........
Boots and shoes .........................
Harness and saddlery ...............
Leather goods................................
Leather, tanned, curried and

finished . . ;.........................
Boot and shoe repairs...............
Boot and shoe supplies............
Whips.............................................

NOTE: The reduction in number of establishments in 1901 was due to the elimination of establisli-
The earlier censuses included an immense number of smallments employing less than five persons, 

shoemakers and saddlers, whose work was really repairing rather than manufacturing. The effect 
of the elimination of these small shops was very great in the matter of number of establishments, 
but insignificant in the other items of the census.

v
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Statistics for 1915.
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CATTLE OF WESTERN CANADA.
'Tin hides of these animals killed by the packers are. the 

chief source of supply for the tanner.
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The Royal Bank of Canada
GENERAL STATEMENT

r
29th November, 1919

LIABILITIES Heal Estate other than Bank Premises............................................
Bank Premises, at not more than cost, less amounts written off 
Liabilities of Customers under Letters of Credit, as per contra 
Deposit with the Minister for the purposes of the Circulation 

Fund ...............................................
Other Assets not included in the foregoing......................

1,495,271.00
7,016,444.12

16,467,978.69TO THE PUBLIC:

Deposits not bearing interest 
Deposits bearing interest, including interest ac

crued to date of statement........................

. . $159,656,229.68 750,000.00
173,648.80

259,465,169.69
$533,647,084.93$419,121,399.37

39,837,265.74
14,000,000.00

Notes of the Bank in Circulation.................................
Balance due to Dominion Government.........................
Balances due to other Banks in Canada....................
Balances due to Banks and Banking Correspond

ents in the United Kingdom and foreign coun
tries ......................................................................................

H. S. HOLT, EDSON L. PEASE,
Managing Director.

AUDITORS’ CERTIFICATE
We Report to the Shareholders of The Royal Bank of Canada:

That in our opinion the transactions of the Bank which 
our notice have been within the powers of the Bank.

„ „Tha* we have checked the cash and verified the securities of the Bank 
at the Chief Office at 29th November, 1919, as well as at another time, as 
required by Section 56 of the Bank Act and that we found they agreed with 
the entries in the books in regard thereto. We also during the year checked 
the cash and verified the securities at the principal branches.

C. E. NEILL, 
General Manager.President.$ 13,970.88

7,449,852.42
7,463,823.30

806,776.89
16,467,978.69

have come underBills payable...........................................
Acceptances under Letters of Credit

$497,697,243.99

TO THE SHAREHOLDERS :

Capital Stock Paid up......................
Reserve Fund ....................................- .
Balance of Profits carried forward

17,000,000.00
That the above Balance Sheet has been compared by 

at the Chief Office and with the certified returns from 
our opinion is properly drawn

$17,000,000.00
1,096,418.74

us with the books, 
the Branches, and in 

UP s° as to exhibit a true and correct view of 
the state of the Bank’s affairs according to the best of our information and 
the explanations given to us and as shown by the books of the Bank.

18,096,418.74
Dividends Unclaimed..............................................................
Dividend No. 129 (at 12 per cent per annum)

payable December 1st, 1919.....................................
Fiftieth Anniversary Bonus of 2%, payable De

cember 20th, 1919............................................................

8,203.08

505,219.12 That we have obtained all the information and explanations requiredby us.
340,000.00 •JAMES MARWICK, C. A., 

s. RODGER MITCHELL, C. A., 
of Marwick, Mitchell, Peat and Co. 

JOHN W. ROSS. C. A.,

853,422.20

Auditors.$533,647,084.93

of P. S. Ross and Sons.
Montreal, Canada, 18th December, 1919.ASSETS

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNTCurrent Coin....................
Dominion Notes................
United States Currency 
Other Foreign Money..

$ 17,653,879.92 
26,735,724.00 
8,746,805.00 
2,545,138.41

Balance of Profit and Loss Account,
vember, 1918............................................

Profits for the year, after deducting charges of 
management and all other expenses, accrued 
interest on deposits, full provision for all 
bad and doubtful debts and rebate of interest 
on unmatured bills...........................

30th No-
$ 635,707.19

$ 55,681,547.33 
24,500,000.00 

3,464,200.00 
23,757,240.33 

17,103.80

Deposits in the Central Gold Reserves....................
Notes tif other Banks.........................................................
Cheques on other Banks........................ ............... ..
Balances due by other Banks in Canada................
Balances due by Banks and Banking Corre

spondents elsewhere than in Canada................
Dominion and Provincial Government Securities,

not exceeding market value....................;............
Canadian Municipal Securities and British, For

eign and Colonial Public Securities other than
Canadian, not exceeding market value...........

Railway and other Bonds, Debentures and Stocks
not exceeding market value.................................

Call Loans in Canada, on Bonds, Debentures and
Stocks ................................................................................

Call and Short (not exceeding thirty days) Loans 
elsewhere than in Canada......................................

3,423,264.34
$ 3,959,021.53

APPROPRIATED AS FOLLOWS:
Dividends Nos. 126, 127, 128 and 129 

cent per
Fiftieth Anniversary Bonus of 2 per cent to Share

holders ..............................................
Transferred to Officers’ Pension Fund. ....................
Written off Bank Premises Account..................
War Tax on Bank Note Circulation.........................
Balance of Profit and Loss carried forward....

18,101,373.08 at 12 per
annum $ 1,866,196.50

45,323,598.66
340,000.00
100,000.00
400,000.00
156,406.29

1,096,418.74

33,400,542.77

19,414,891.06
$ 3,959,021.53

16,435,614.30

RESERVE FUND33,812,751.53
$273,908,862.86 Balance at Credit, 30th November, 1918 

Premium on New Capital Stock...*.........

Balance at Credit, 29th November, 1919..

$ 15,000,000.00
2,000,000.00Other Current Loans and Discounts in Canada

(less rebate of interest)..........................................
Other Current Loans and Discounts elsewhere

than in Canada (less rebate of interest).. 90,210,271.23
365,089.66

$143,259,518.47
$ 17,000,000.00

H. S. HOLT,
President 

Montreal, 18th December, 1919.

EDSON L. PEASE,
Managing Director.

C. E. NEILL, 
General Manager.

Overdue Debts (estimated loss provided for)
$233,834,879.46
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Banks, Bankers and Banking ESTABLISHED 1872

Bank of Hamilton
For the remainder of this year itProsperous Australian Bank gain counter, 

is possible that many bondholders having large 
income taxes to pay will record losses by selling Head Office : HAMILTONCanada is not the only Overseas Dominion whose 

banks are enjoying a high degree of prosperity. 
British investors are looking with interest to the 
figures of both Australian and Canadian banks, 
and would undoubtedly be purchasing their se
curities if the exchange rate permitted, being 
attracted to them because of their high merits as 
investments which can be safely locked up, not 
only for their present yields, but for possible 
higher yields and capital appreciation. The latest 
additional evidence of this prosperity is the news 
of the intention of the directors of the Bank of 
Australasia to issue more capital and at the same 
time to take powers to capitalize undivided pro
fits. Some years back the £40 shares could have 
been bought at under 60. A few days ago they 
touched the record level of 144. And shareholders 
are in deep clover still.

their old holdings and reinvesting in some of the 
very attractive new securities being offered in 

This affords an exceptional op-

55,000,000Capital Authorized 
Capital F aid Up (July 31st, 1919). $3,946,220 
Reserve and Undivided Profits 

(July 31st, 1919)

such variety, 
portunity for others to buy, as the chances are 
decidedly against further declines'! of sufficient

$4,058,224

importance to be worth waiting^ for.

At the same time, we do not believe that the 
general level of bond prices will advance much 
until after commodity prices begin to drift down- 

So far there is little or no evidence of any

BANKING
SERVICEward.

such tendency, and there are some who assert 
that it will not come, because of world-wide infla-

Your banking requirements 
may be entrusted to this Bank 
with every confidence that 
careful and efficient service 
will be rendered. Our facil
ities are entirely at your dis
posal.

Certainly, it may be slow intion of currencies, 
coming, but action and reaction are just as much 
a law of markets as of physics, and after the

I

tremendous price advances of the war, the nat
ural thing to expect is a downward swing—slow, 
probably, but from our point of view reasonably 

We refer, of course, to prices as measuredBonds at Their Bottom Level sure.
in gold. What may happen to prices in countries 
where the currency is depreciated from gold value 
is ai. entirely different thing.

Bonds are still practically at their bottom levels. 
Their failure to rally is plainly due to the scarcity 
of investment capital throughout the world, com-

In the Unitedpared with the demand for it.
States big issues of new securities, especially of THE CANADIAN BANK 

OF COMMERCE
But bonds are bought chiefly for thnr interest 

yield. It is now hrgh, and the possibility of its 
being still a trifle higher is not worth waiting for. 
—From ‘The Outlook” in The Magazine of Wall 
Street.

preferred stocks, come into competition with older 
securities and tend to prevent any advance in
prices.

Hood bonds and preferred stocks are on the bar-
498 BRANCHES.

PAID-UP CAPITAL 
RESERVE FUND

$15,000,000
$15,000,000

TH€ MERCHANTS BANK
Head Office: Montreal. OF CANADA 

Paid-up Capital .. .. $7,000,000 
Funds .. .. $7,574,043

President: Sir H. Montagu Allan, C.V.O. 
Vice-President : K. W. Blackwell.

General Manager : D. C. Maearow.
Supt. of Branches and Chief Inspector : T. E. Merrett.

COLLECTIONS FOR BUSINESS HOUSES
The satisfactory service which The Merchants 

Bank renders to Business Houses, in the matter 
of collecting Notes, Drafts and other financial 
paper, is due to the number and strategic loca
tion of its branches throughout Canada, and the 
effecient system in force.

Special attention is given to collections; returns 
are promptly made and credited; losses are often 
prevented by the care and thoroughness with 
which we do this part of our work.

The Royal BankEstablished 1864. 
Total Deposits (July 1919) $150,000,000 
Total Assets (July 1919) $181,000,000 of CanadaReserve

liicorimra lcd 1809
ClipItuI 1’ulc]-up ., ..
IlcHorve FiipiIh...............
Tolu I AhhoIh.....................

. ..$ 17,000,000 
....$ 17,000,000 
,. . .$480,000,000

HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL.
SIR IIEKRERT S. HOLT, President.

10. L. PEASE, VIce-ITeuldent and Man. 
Director.

C. 13. NEILL, General Manager.
615 Branches In CANADA, NI3WFOIJND- 
LANI), CURA, PORTO RICO, DOMINICAN 
REPUBLIC, COSTA RICA, VENEZUELA, 
BRITISH WEST INDIES.

SPAIN, Barcelona—Pinza de Catalnnn 6. 
PARIS AGENCY—28 Rue du Quatre Sep

tembre.
I.ONDON, Eng.

Prince Street. K. C.

SAVJNUS DEPARTMENT at all 
Branches

m e
E
!m <t-

365 BRANCHES AND AGENCIES IN CANADA EXTENDING FROM 
THE ATLANTIC TO THE PACIFIC. NEW YORK 

68 William Street.

ESTABLISHED 1832
Business Founded 1795/At Reserve Fund

and Undivided Profits over American Bank Note 
Company

Paid-Up Capital
$9,700,000 $18,000,000

Incorporated by Act of the Parliament of 
Canada

ENGRAVERS AND PRINTERS

BANK NOTES AND CHEQUES 
CORPORATION BONDS 
STOCK CERTIFICATES 

MUNICIPAL DEBENTURES 
and other MONETARY DOCUMENTS. 

Head Office and Works; OTTAWA.
Branches:—

MONTREAL, Bank of Ottawa Building. 
TORONTO, 19 Melinda Street.

WINNIPEG, Union Bank Building.

TOTAL ASSETS OVER $220,000,000
The strong position of the Bank of Nova Scotia not only 
assures the safety of funds left on deposit with the Bank 
but also places it in a position where it can readily care 
for any legitimate business needs of its customers. We 
invite business of every description.

THE BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA
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Banks, Banking and Bankers THE MOLSONS 
BANKDirector of Sterling Bank “Canada has not by any means reached the 

peak of her prosperity, 
going to need many more branches in the future.

The Sterling Bank is
Mr. A. H. Walker, for the past six years gen

eral manager of the Sterling Bank of Canada, has 
been made a director.

Incorporated 1855.Every new branch means bigger opportunities 
for each one of us. Capital and Reserve $9,000,000.00Bigger volume of business. 
Bigger policies. Broader opportunities for service Over 120 Branches.

German Attempt to Solve Exchange to our customers. Closer contact with the busi
ness of the country.’’

Branches were opened during the year at the 
following points:—Beaverton, Ontario; Duntroon, 
Ontario; Eden, Manitoba; Fenelon Falls. Ontario; 
Glenella, Manitabo; Hawkestone, Ontario; Han
ley, Saskatchewan; Kelvington, Saskatchewan;

The tremendous credit business 
which is done these days could not be 
accomplished without the assistance of 
the banks. If you require a line of 
dit and have good grounds to base it 
on. The Molsons Bank will be glad to 
advise and assist you as far as it 
Have a talk with the Manager.

One method employed by Germans to maintain 
the value of the German mark and prevent its 
exportation to neighbouring countries, where the 
rate of exchange would militate against the busi
ness interests of the present Confederation, has 
been observed in the Netherlands. It consists of 
the continued “turning over” of 
articles for goods of higher value.

For example, Germany at the present time is 
greatly in need of boots and shoes, but has not 
the hides to employ for the purposes, 
solve this by placing a contract in the Netherlands 
for a number of untanned hides, take them to 
German tanneries and convert them into leather, 
returning them to the Netherlands with 
tain number deducted as payment for the tanning. 
The German interests then make a further con
tract with the owners of the now tanned leathers 
to return these (;o Germany, • where they will be 
converted into boots and shoes. This done, the 
manufactured product is once more sent to Hol
land, the process of deducting a certain quantity 
as payment having been repeated.

The amount of boots and shoes thus received 
is practically of no importance, and to be able 
to return to Germany the whole of its manufac
tures it is necessary that an additional step be 
taken, which is done by bartering the stock in 
the hands of the Dutch merchants for some other 
German manufactured product, such as dyestuffs 
or medicines.

By this return to primitive trading methods 
Germany is enabled to sell its products and to 
purchase those of which it is in the most need 
without the exchange of money.

cre-

Kinmount. Ontario; Marlbank, Ontario; Minden. 
Ontario; Myrtle Station.! Ontario; can.manufactured Port Dover,
Ontario; Port Rowan, Ontario; Straffordville, On
tario; Stayner. Ontario, and Zephyr, Ontario. Head Office

EDWARD C. PRATT,
General Manager.

Montreal.

Mrs. L. A. Hamilton, vice-president of the Na
tional Council of Women of Canada has-been urged 
to run for a seat in the Toronto City Council.

Traders

a cer-

The Dominion Bank
160 St. James St.o

* -o
X of- >V) z>ul

o Careful attention is given 
to Foreign Exchange Busi
ness Cable and Mail Trans
fers, Drafts and Letters of 
Credit issued. A General 
Banking Business trans
acted.

>y

Q A VINOS, Thrift, 
Independence 
these are the out

come of the same impulse 
aud attain the same objec
tive—PROSPERITY. The 
Standard Bank of Canada 
can help you to attain it. m

-all

New Bank Branches

The progress being made in the development 
of the banking business in Canada is again dem
onstrated by the activity of the Sterling Bank of

M. S. BOGERT
THE MANAGER.

STANDARD BANKCanada in opening new branches throughout the 
country. During the year the Sterling Bank 
opened seventeen new branches.

In commenting upon the expansion, the Bank's 
official order, The Teller, says:

“The men and women on the staff have made 
these new branches possible by their handling 
of the business we already had, and we shoul 1 
feel greatly encouraged by the results.

OF CANADA
MONTREAL BRANCH

136 ST. JAMES STREET 
E. C. GREEN, Manases

BOND DEPARTMENT
Every office

>
of the 

Home Bank of Canada 
is in ready 
cation with the Bond 
Department.

commtmi-

Informa- 
tion freely and promptly 
s u p ]) i i e d regarding 
Government Bonds and 
the more stable forms 
of securities.LLOYDS BANK LIMITED.

HEAD OFFICE: 71, LOMBARD ST., LONDON, E.C. 3.

The Home Bank of CanadaCAPITAL SUBSCRIBED 
CAPITAL PAID UP 
RESERVE FUND - 
DEPOSITS, &c. 
ADVANCES, &c. -

- £56,150,350
8,984,056
9,071,250

- 309,328,800
92,784,877

Branches and Connections Throughout Canada

Transportation Big. 120 St. James Street 
2111 Ontario St. East Cor. Davidson Street 

1318 Wellington Street, Verdun

TH!S BANK HAS OVER 1,400 OFFICES IN ENGLAND AND WALES. 
Colonial and Foreign Department : 17, CORNHILL, LONDON, E.C. 3. London Agency of the IMPERIAL BANK OF CANADA. 
—..........The___Agency of Foreign and Colonial Banks is undertaken.

PROFESSIONAL
THE SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF 

INSTRUCTION IN THE LANGUAGES. — In- 
■tructlon In the Languages and Mathematics 

No. 91 Mance Street, or telephone Eaat 7302 
ask for Mr. E. Kay

Affiliated Banks :
THE NATIONAL BANK OF SCOTLAND, LTD. THE LONDON AND RIVER PLATE BANK, LTD.

Auxiliary :
_____________ LLOYDS AND NATIONAL PROVINCIAL FOREIGN BANK LIMITED.

and
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the deepest point of operation in the entire Kirk
land Lake Camp and is said to hold out consid
erable assurance that the other leading mines 
will also continue to encounter gold values to 
great depth.

Figures just issued at Cobalt show that in the 
month of November the Kerr Lake Mine produced 
approximately 115,000 ounces of silver, 
average price of silver then obtaining, the output 
had a value of around $150,000. This is the heavi
est production for some months from the Kerr 
Lake. At such a rate of production the Kerr Lake 
is said to be establishing a record not far behind 
the Mining Corporation of Canada, which at pres
ent is the second largest silver-producing mine in 
the Dominion.

Canada9s Mining Industry

Weak Mines Have Recovered
At the

Crown Reserve Developments—Bollinger Has a Great Year 
—Porcupine Crown and Moneta Merger—Kerr Lake 

Produced About 115,000 ounces in November
By Our Toronto Correspondent

distributed to the shareholders. With the excep
tion of 1916, this year’s disbursements have never 
been equalled in the history of Hollinger.
1911 the Hollingier commenced producing and 
since then $43,000,000 in gold has been taken 

Ore reserves are believed to about equal

A survey of mining conditions in the Cobalt 
district shows that the past couple of months 
have been notable for the camp, in as much as 
many of the older properties, which many thought 

their last legs, have made notable dis-

In

COAL
were on

STEAM SIZES:
LUMP, MINE RUN AND SLACK

out.
the total so far produced, this calculation being 
based on the fact that ore reserves at the begin-

coveries and, in all instances, of high-grade ore. 
The result has been that these mines will con
tinue production on a large scale, and one of 
them, the Timisltaming, has already resumed di

in this category, the following mines

Docks: Montreal, Quebec & Three Rivers

Century Coal and Coke 
Company, Limited

Head Iff ice: 310 Dominion Express Bull ling,. 
Montreal

ning of 1919 amounted to approximately $41,000.-
000. The Hollinger Company has paid a totalvidends.

are found: Beaver, Timiskaming, Crown, Reserve, of $15,476,000 since coming into existence.
According to the announcement of F. C. Suth

erland & Company, Toronto, through their live 
little mining newspaper, “The Mining Digest,” 
important developments are taking place in the 

On the Otisse property,

On the other hand, it isLa Rose, Old Foster, 
pointed out there are other companies, which, 
though not so fortunate as the above mines, have 
taken other steps to prolong their lives. The

Matachewan Gold Area, 
now known as the Matachewan Gold Mining Co., 
rich lenses of ore are reported encountered in

Mining Corporation and the Northern Customs are 
The Peterson Lake, besides acquir- 

200 acres of
MARCONI WIRELESS 

APPARATUS
two of them, 
ing old properties, also has some

the drift being run to connect No. 1 with No. 2 
first level, which is at a depth of

virgin territory to work.
Developments at the Crown Reserve continue 

and the month of December promises 
The recent de

installed—Operated—Maintained 
Contractors to Canadian, Newfoundland and tiritish 
Governments

shaft. On the
1,000 feet of cross-cutting and 

It is understood that
160 feet, overfavorable
drifting has been done, 
work done laterally on the vein system has 

highly satisfactory and that in cross-cut-
Several

to be a highly profitable one. 
covery of high-grade ore at a depth of 150 feet 

resulted in considerable ore being bagged. In

MARINE SWITCHBOARDS
Made and installedproven

ting unexpected ore bodies were cut. 
lenses of ore have been developed on this level. 
It is siad that additional New York capital is to 
be invested in the development of this district,

has
that some of this picked ore runs several thou- 

the ton and in some instances
THE MARCONI WIRELESS 

TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
OF CANADA, LIMITED, 

173 William Street, Montreal.

sand ounces to
value of $10,000 or more per ton, thehaving a

production for the month of December will be 
The new vein is stated to Col. R. M. Thompson being reported to have se

cured an option on the Robb-Clemens claims ad
joining the Matachewan - Rand and Matachewan 

The proposed electric power devel- 
Indian Chutes previously mentioned 

to Matachewan, Elk Lake

exceptionally high, 
continue strong, 
mineralization, although perhaps not quite so rich

Enough work has

comparatively uniformwith

Gold Mines, 
opment at 
should prove a boon

where first encountered.
done to demonstrate that the ore BUY

KEORA
as
already been 
spot is one of considerable importance.

be handed to the Hollinger and Gowganda.The dividend to
Lake directorate held a meeting 

the property recently at which it was decided 
active development work immediately.

Christmas will mean big disburse- 
dividend has been declared,

shareholders at
One per cent

The Peterson
ments.
payable December 31, and this will represent a
total of $264,000. 
total of seven per cent, or $1,720,000. has been

on
to start

dewatering process having been carried on 
allow drilling at the first level.

During the current year a the
sufficiently to 
At the present time about forty men are working 
on the property, most of them dewatering at the 
second shaft.

Without Delay
NIPISSING EXTENSION 

MINES, LIMITED
All who want to get in at 

low prices on a big mine in 
the making should buy Ke- 
ora now.

Further development of the ore body recently 
opened upon the 300-foot level of the Davidson 
Consolidated has been in progress during the past 

This vein is widening out and goldDescriptive Circular 
Sent Upon Request two weeks, 

values averaging over $12 to the ton are being 
Good progress is being made withmaintained.

the diamond drilling being carried on to prove the 
easterly extension of the main vein system. VICKERY&CO.NORTHERN SECURITIES, 

LIMITED
Imperial Bank Chambers 

134 King St. East 
TORONTO

STANDARD STOCK EXCHANGE BLDG. 
Adelaide 3521

According, to information received by Hamilton 
B. Willis in Toronto, a merger between Porcu- 

and the Moneta is a live possibility- 
announced some time ago that following 

of rich ore at a depth of 22 feet on 
several large companies in the Por- 

anxious to gain control in the 
Dewatering on the Moneta underwork-

CANADA

pine Crown 
It was 
the discovery 
the Moneta, 
cuplne Camp were 
company, 
ings is now 

Crown Reserve 
to be one
in the Cobalt Cam]), 
foot level, and, according to the engineers, it is

We recommend the purchase of
LUMP
GRAIN
POWDERED

CRUDE 
CALCINED 
DEAD BURNED

Gold Centre Mines Ltd.
being carried on.

has just recorded what is said
Send for full information and large

FREEMAGNESITE of the most important strikes in years 
It is located above the 150- Map of the Porcupine Mining District

The Scottiih Canadian Magnesite Co., Ltd.
MONTREAL, QUE.

Tanner & Gates, Ltd.of great promise.
The Kirkland Lake Gold Mines of the Beaver 

Consolidated Company report the discovery of 
some spectacular ore finds.

301 Dominion Bank Bldg., Toronto, Canada.
Adelaide 1366.We Guarantee Satisfactory Results Telephon

This is said to be
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Davie Shipbuilding & Repairing Co., Ltd, Lauzon, Levis, P.Q.
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Canada’s Mining Industry ISBELL PLANT & CO.
(Mernbe s Standa d Stock Exchange)

New Cobalt Merger Reported MINING INVESTMENTS
Canadian gold and silver stocks a 

specialty.
Write for our Weekly Market Letter.

Standard Bank Bldg.
TORONTO

Exchange Favorable to Mining Industry—Dome Lake Will 
Resume Work—Discovery of Silver in Willett Township 

Reliance and Hargraves Consolidated Merger
Transportation Bldg. 

MONTREAL

By Our Toronto Correspondent
Another mining consolidation is reported from 

Cobalt. It is understood that the Reliance inter
ests are being given 800,000 shares in the new 
Hargraves Consolidated Company, while the for
mer Hargraves Company is being given 1,000,000 
shares in the new company. This leaves 700,000 
shares in the treasury, the Hargrave Consolidated 
being capitalized at $2,500,000.

The semi-annual report of the shareholders of 
the Peterson Lake Cobalt Company was issued 
this week. It covers the period from July 15 to 
December 2nd, and has appended a half-yearly 
financial statement which shows a surplus of cur
rent assets over liabilities of $13,094.76, as com
pared with but a few hundred dollars a year ago. 
The shipment of ore made some time ago netted 
the company $13,727. The report makes men
tion of the sale of 385,000 shares of treasury stock 
at 15 cents, which at the time of the sale, it states, 
was well above the market price. These shares 
are to be paid for on monthly instalments and the 
deal was transacted without any commission of 
underwriting costs. With this money profits ex
pected from rock ore on hand and $24,000 now in 
the bank, the directors expect that between $90,- 
000 ' and $100,000 will be available for develop
ment wprk and with all plant paid for to boot. 
This altogether excludes the 200,000 tons of tail
ings secured by a succesfui lawsuit. The report 
is signed by President Lamport and Secretary- 
Treasurer Goff.

In connection with the exchange situation, 
mining men point out that it is an ill wind that 
blows nobody good. Canadian gold mines ship 
their bullion to Ottawa but are paid in New York 
funds. With exchange at ten per cent this in
creases the payment which ultimately reaches 
the mine in Canada to $22.96 instead of $20.67. 
Of course the exchange situation is not all profit 
for the mines because most of their mine machin
ery and equipment comes from the United States. 
However, the figures would indicate that if the 
North’s gold mines continue to produce for the 
year at the rate of the first nine months of the 
year and come up to the Bureau of Mines’ es
timate of $10,000,000, the exchange should net 
a considerable sum in increased profits.

The Dome Lake mill is now receiving the fin
ishing touches which will enable the manage
ment to resume production some time during the 
last week in December. Carl Frank, formerly a 
member of the staff of the Dome Mines, is in 
charge of operations.

A spectacular discovery of native silver is re
ported from the Taylor-Kennedy claims situ
ated in the Township of Willett, in Elk Lake dis
trict. The new find has caused a medium-sized 
rush of Elk Lake prospectors to the scene and 
considerable staking is being done. The claims 
are located about two miles from the old Lucky 
Godfrey mine.

A deal has been closed for the Maloof property

Back of our brokerage service
IN

MINING SHARES
is the accumulated experience of more 
than ten years ol practical mining 
work in Northern Ontario.
Write us for details concerning any 
company in which you may be interest
ed.

HOMER L. GIBSON & CO.,
703-4-5 Bank of Hamilton Bldg., TORONTO

CONSULT US 
ABOUT
MINING INVESTMENTS
Our knowledge of the gold and silver mining 
stocks is first-hand and authoritive. THE 
MINING DIGEST, published bi-monthly, will 
keep you in touch with the latest develop
ments in these fields.
Mail the coupon and receive a copy regularly; 
also maps of the Porcupine and Shining Tree 
Gold areas.

F. C. SUTHERLAND & CO.
STOCK BROKERS

MEMBERS STANDARD STOCK EXCHANGE
12 Kina St. E.,

TORONTO

at Sesekinika, where gold telluride discoveries 
of more or less importance were made some years 

A diamond drill will be employed in ex-
The Board of Conciliation, sitting on the wage 

differences between the United Mine Workers of 
America and the Dominion Coal Company, report 
progress towards an amicable adjustment.

211 McGill St. 
MONTREALago.

ploring at depth and the work will commence at ---------------------------- —COUPON---------------------------------
Please send me THE MINING DIGEST regu
larly; also Maps of Shining Tree Gold Areas.
Name......................................................................

Address............................................

once.

J. C. 2-10-21

Stocks of Merit
My Market Despatch contains the 
latest and most dependable news 
from the leading Mining Camps 
of Canada and the United States.

Investors’ Guide
SENT FREE UPON 

REQUEST
PHONEADELAIDE 3680

W Standard Stock Exchange.

WILLS’ BUILDING, TORONTO
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The Pulp and Paper Industry
/INVESTMENT* SERVICE

I Paper Control For Six Months MoreB The Grand 
Trunk Purchase

y
!►ir IS taken by some manufacturers to contest the valid

ity of the control in the courts will, it is under
stood, he abandoned.

The amount of consumption affected by the 
agreement is about 100,000 tons per annum. The 
price has been $69 to Canadian publishers for a 
year or so past, so that the new price will give 
the manufacturers nearly $100,000 a month more 
for the first half of 1920 and at least $200,000 
after that. The agreement is likely to be followed 
by a rapid expansion of newsprint output in 
Canada.

News of the week in the paper industry in
cluded the purchase by Wayagamack of the 
splendid Breakey limits in Gaspe, whose wood 
can be driven on the York River to the St. Law
rence and conveyed to Three Rivers by barges.

Announcement was made in Ottawa on Monday 
that the war-time- Orders in Council would be 
removed on January 1 with certain specific excep
tions. The exceptions include: Pulp and paper 
control, coal and sugar control, trading with the 
enemy, exportation of gold, internment opera
tions and censorship.

This exception will prolong the operations of 
the Paper Control for six months only, accord
ing to the decision reached by the conference of 
paper-makers, publishers and the Government on 
Wednesday. A price of $80 per ton for six months 
from January 1 was decided upon, and after that 
period the price to Canadian publishers will be 
limited only by the prevailing control rates for 
paper sold to American buyers. This rate is at 
least $90 a ton now and will probably be higher 
by July. As a result of this agreement, the action

t No political or 
business issue is 
of i lore vital im
portance to Can
ada than the 
railway “situ
ation.”
It s fully discussed 
in the current issue 
of Investment Items 
with particular 
reference to the 
Grand Trunk pur
chase.
A copy mailed you 

on reque t.

k
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¥
»
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Howard Smith Merger is Big ConcernRoyal Securities
CORPORATION
LIMITED involved in the transaction.

The reorganization enterprise will operate three 
divisional plants for the manufacture of bond, 
ledger and other high-grade papers, these being 
situated at Beauharnois and Chabtree Mills, in 
Quebec, and Cornwall, Ontario, the latter being 
the property of the Toronto Paper Manufacturing 
Company recently 
Smith enterprise.

The Howard Smith Paper Mills, Limited, has 
made steady progress since its formation in 1912, 
and all three of its divisional plants, it is stated, 
are running at full capacity with orders for sev
eral months booked ahead. The capacity of all 
the plants is now being substantially increased 
by the installation of additional paper machines 
and other equipment to meet the increasing busi-

Shareholders of the Howard Smith Paper Mills. 
Limited, at a special general meeting held last 
week, confirmed the sale of the enterprise as a 
going concern to a new company recently incor
porated under the same name, with an authorized 
capital of $7,000,000. About 90 per cent of the 
issued capital stock was represented at the meet
ing and the proposal recommended by the board 
of directors was adopted without a dissenting 
vote.

Under the conditions of the sale, one share of 
8 per cent cumulative preferred stock of the new 
company, participating up to 10 per cent, will be 
given for each share of the 7 per cent non-parti
cipating preferred stock of the old company, while 
holders of the ' old common stock _ will receive 
two shares of new for each one presently held 
by them.

The new company undertakes to pay the com
mon shareholders of the old company the dividend 
of 5 per cent recently declared for the year 1919. 
No change in the management of executive is

MONTREAL
Toronto Halifax St. John, N.B. 

Winnipeg London, Eng.

33

acquired by© the HodardLike The Hall Mark On Silver 
Is The Watermark On Paper

THIS WATERMARK

QualityGuarantees

The amalgamation under one managementour StationeryLook for it in all ness.
of the company and its resources makes the How
ard Smith Paper Mills, Limited, by far the largest 
producer of high-grade papers in Canada and one 
of the largest in the world.Howard Smith Paper 

Mills, Limited
Must Have Export MarketH Montreal

cups, ice-cream dishes and papier-maché toys. 
Why should a Canadian paper manufacturer have 
to sell for 66 or 75 dollars a ton what he can get 
more for in New York?”

Speaking of the restrictions on the price of 
newsprint and the keeping of it in Canada to be 
sold for lower prices than can be obtained outside 
the country, a Montreal paper man said, “The 
Canadian government seems to be working on 
the assumption that as long as prices can be kept 
down to the consumer, even if the restrictions 
prevent the manufacturer from getting a hold on 
a foreign market and realizing, a better price, 
everything is fair and for the country’s good. Ger
many’s trade penetration was based on an oppo
site policy. They always endeavored to sell cheap
er in the foreign field than at home because a 
nation’s wealth is built up more by foreign trade 
than internal trade. If money circulates 
within a country that Country becomes no richer 
but sales in a foreign market make for national 
national wealth.

Interlake Tissue 
Mills, Limited Dominion Textile 

Company,
LimitedManufacturers of a full line of White 

and Colored M. G. Tissues, Brown and 
Colored Light Weight M. G., Kraft, 
White and Colored Sulphate Wrap, all 
grades of fruit Wraps, Dry Proof 
Paper. A full line of Toilet Paper, 
Paper Towels, Paper Napkins, Deco
rative Crepe Rolls, Lunch and Out
ing Sets.

only

Manufacturers of

COTTON FABRICSNow the Canadian paper trade will have to com
pete with Germany’s disciples,—the Scandinavians.

after export trade and will sellthey are going
Incheaper to a foreign country than at home, 

addition they have cheaper labor, every 
as Canada and

MONTREALbit as
- sea-faringHead Office, 331 Telephone Building 

TORONTO Mills at Merritton WINNIPEGaregood resources 
nations with merchant fleets. Everybody uses

towels,
TORONTO

every day; we have papermorepaper
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The Pulp and Paper Industry St. Maurice Paper 
Company LimitedPulpwood of West U.S. Not Available

Head Office
522-524 Board of Trade BuildingA United States Senator said the other day, 

that there was any amount of pulp wood available 
in the North Western States and that if the 
ernment would vote an appropriation of $1,000,- 
000 for a survey, he had no doubt that supplies of 
newsprint would be available to end the present 
shortage and supply all publishers for decades to 
come.

Commenting on this Mr. Back of the Canadian 
Pulp and Paper Association, said that no doubt 
the Western States might have a supply of pulp 
wood. The question was whether it was 
mercially available. “We have plenty of 
wood on the Gaspé Peninsula that is not avail
able now because of its position. Then again 
how can they expect to do anything to help the 
situation for some years ? There isn’t a manu

facturer of paper machinery who can make a 
delivery inside three years. Add to that the time 
lost in erecting a pulp plant and you may guess 
how soon they can expect ta relieve the present 
situation."

“If the pulp wood supply actually exists,” Se
nator Poindexter said, “the survey will go 
toward compelling Eastern paper manufacturers 
to abandon their claims of acute scarcity and stop 
profiteering."

He proposed appropriation of $1,000,000 for the 
survey.

“It will be found,” said Mr. Poindexter, “that 
newsprint can be made in Oregon, Washington 
and California, at a cost that will permit the 
duct to be sold at prices far below those now be
ing charged by Eastern mills.”

Montreal
gov-

MANUFACTURERS OF
NEWS PRINT, SULPHITE, 
KKAFT, GROUNDWOOD

far

also Sawn & Dressed Lumber

com-
Paper Mills, Cape Madeleine, Que. 

Lumber Mills, Charlemagne. Montcalm, 
St. Gabriel de Brandon,

Three Rivers.

pulp

pro-

Remarkable Progress in Belgium Substitute for Gasoline

The
*

A. B. Macallum of Toronto, chairmon of the Hon
orary Advisory Council for Scientific and Indus
trial Research, predicts in the report to the Gov
ernment that denatured alcohol will soon be used 
as motor fuel instead of gasoline. The pulp mills 
now waste enough sulphide liquor to supply 
5.000,000 gallons annually.

The port of Antwerp, during October, berthed 
442 ships of 541,099 tons. This is slightly under 
September figures, which showed the arrival of 
505 vessels, but the decrease is accounted for by 
the fact that the British naval base, beginning 
October 1, suppressed the shipment of munitions. 
For the ten months ending November 1, there 
entered that port 3,013 vessels with a tonnage of 
3,910,870.

For the nine months ending October 1, Belgian 
imports amounted to 3,162,254,089 francs, and ex
ports to 1,071,823,554 francs; the adverse balance 
thus being 2,090,430,535 francs.

Fiscally, the country is in a better position than 
the most optimistic in Government circles ex
pected. For the first eight months, the tax re
ceipts were expected to be 469,610,285 francs : 92; 
the actual receipts for the period were 506,949,- 
133 francs: 48; the excess being thus 37,338,847 
francs: 56.

Spanish River Pulp 
and Paper Mills, 

Limited
Sault Ste. Marie -

Daily Capacity.
500 Tons Newspaper 
400 Tons Groundwood 
220 Tons Sulphite 

35 Tons Board

Ontario
>

•7,m
DOMINION D5 BITUMINOUS 

STEAM «nd 
CAS COALS

General Sales Office
MONTREAL

"SPRINGHILL 55
Mills at—

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario.
Espanola, Ontario. 

Sturgeon Falls, Ontario.

112 ST.JAMES ST.

British belief in the stability of the country 
and its future prospects is indicated by the fact 
that a group of London capitalists has just grant
ed a twenty-five year loan to the Belgian Gov
ernment for no less than 50 million pounds ster
ling, or 2,150 million francs. The interest rate is 
five per cent. It will be remembered that to date 
the only American credit to Belgium, outside ot 
the advances by the United States Government, 
has been the $50,000,000 acceptance credit ar
ranged by a syndicate of banks for purely com
mercial purposes.

In restoring its coal mines to production, Bel
gium has been confronted with a series of diffi
culties, chief among which were the condition in 
which the mines were left by the Germans, and

Cable Address 
Price

Codes Used 
ABC and Liebers

Price Brothers & Company,
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF

Spruce Lumber, Lath, Cedar Shingles, Ties,the shortage of labor. Despite these, production 
in September of this year had reached 88 per
cent. of the output for the same month in 1913. 
The gain in the last few months has been remark
able.

Pulpwood, Sulphite and Groundwood 
Pulp, Newspaper, Cardboard, &c.At Liege, particularly, production, which 

was only 73.6 per cent in August, was 80 per cent 
in September.

Much of Belgian coal in pre-war days was sent 
abroad, and certan countries depend upon such 
exports for their supplies. In consequence, the 
Belgian Government pledged itself to export a 
certain proportion of its product, and has consist
ently adhered to this policy, although it has meant, 
in some cases, shortage in her own industries. 
Such export as has gone forward, however, has 
served to strengthen Belgian exchange, and make 
it possible for industry to secure some mucn 
needed supplies.—Guaranty Trust Co., New York',

QUEBEC
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SAW MILLS:
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InsuranceHoward S. Ross, K .C. Eugene R. Angers

Solid GrowthROSS & ANGERS
BARRISTERS and SOLICITORS Saved by Sprinklers

Up-to-date business methods, backed 
by an unbroken record of fair-dealing 
with its policyholders, have achieved 
for the Sun Life of Canada a phenomen
al growth.

Assurances in Force have more than 
doubled in the past seven years, and 
have more than trebled in the past 
eleven years.

To-day they exceed by far those of 
any Canadian life assurance company.

Coristine Building, 20 St. Nicholas St., Montreal
On the night of Nov. 7, fire broke out in a 

large planing mill and sash and door factory at 
Ottawa. The building has a complete sprinkler 
system, and, though the very inflammable nature 
of the contents enabled the blaze to reach the 
roof, the fire inside was quickly extinguished by 
the sprinklers and without any important dam
age. The Are on the roof was soon overcome by 
a single stream from a fire hydrant. But for the 
effective work of the sprinkler system this large 
factory would have been a total loss. The sprink
ler installation saved a valuable plant for the 
company and continuous employment and a reg
ular pay envelope for the employes.

BLACK DIAMOND
FILE WORKS

Incorporated 1897.Established 1863.
Highest Awards at Twelve International 

Expositions, Special Prize, Gold Medal, 
Atlanta, 1895.

G & H. Barnett Co.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

SUN Li
©omipam^of Canada

, Head Office^Montreal

Owned and Operated by 
NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY.

Control of Spreading Fires

The measures popularly advocated to control 
the spread of fire are four in number; namely, 
fire prevention, fire limits, fireproof construction 
and fire departments. None of these alone can 
prevent a conflagration, and records show that 
together they have failed in almost every in
stance.

Fire prevention is the attempt to reduce the 
frequency of fires. The preponderance of disas
ters from unknown and trivial causes appears to 
forbid hope of controlling conflagrations by strictly 
fire prevention methods. It has been previously 
pointed out that, on the average, only one in 20,- 
000 fires has reached the magnitude of a confla
gration. That one fire is the problem demanding 
solution. If fire prevention successfully reduced 
the occurrence of fires in Canada to 100 per an
num, there is no assurance that the spreading fire 
would not be one of the hundred. That depends 
largely upon the location of the outbreak and the 
character of its environs. When a small frame 
dwelling in Hull, Que., caught fire, that was the 
identical place where Hull and Ottawa began to 
burn. A similar occurrence in an isolated farm 
dwelling in a country district would have been 
equally serious so far as the individual building 
was concerned but it could not have resulted in 
the partial destruction of two cities. To debar 
conflagrations, therefore, fire prevention must 
not only diminish the frequency of fires, but also 
establish the confines of the occasional outbreaks 
that occur.

Commercial Union Assur
ance Company Limited

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.
The largest general Insurance Company in 

the World.
Capital Fully Subscribed
Capital Paid Up...............
Life Fupd & Special Trust Funds 75,578,630 
Total Annual Income Exceeds .. 64,000,000
Total Funds Exceed........................
Total Fire Losses Paid.................
Deposit with Dominion Govern

ment (as at 31st Dec., 1918) ..
Head Office, Canadian Branch: 

Commercial Union Bldgs., 232-236 St. James 
Street, Montreal, Que.

The London & Lancashire Life 
and General Assurance 

Association Limited$14,750.000
4,425,000 Offers Liberal Contracts to Capable Field 

Men.
GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR MEN TO 

BUILD UP A PERMANENT 
CONNECTION.

172,000,000
215,897,380

We Particularly Desire Representatives for 
City of Montreal.

Chief Office for Canada;
164 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL. 
ALEX. BISSETT

1,401,333

Manager for Canada.

Applications for Agencies solicited in un- 
represented districts.
W. J. Jopling, Manager Canadian Branch.

UNION ASSURANCE 
SOCIETY LIMITED

OF LONDON, ENGLANDI Founded in 1806.

THE LAW UNION AND ROCK 
INSURANCE CO., LIMITED FIRE INSURANCE, A.D. 1714. 

Canada Branch, Montreal:
T. L. MORR1SEY, Resident Manager. 

North-West Branch, Winnipeg:
THOS. BRUCE, Branch Manager. 

AGENCIES THROUGHOUT THE 
DOMINION.

OF LONDON.
ASSETS EXCEED $50,000,000.
OVER $10,000,000 INVESTED IN CANADA. 
FIRE & ACCIDENT RISKS ACCEPTED.

f Canadian Head Office:
277 Beaver Hall Hill, MONTREAL.
Agents wanted In unrepresented towns in 

Canada.
Opinions on State InsuranceCOHN E. SWORD, Canadian Manager. 

W. D. AIKEN, Supt. Accident Department.

BUSINESS
INSURANCE

“The all-pervading cancer that is destroying 
the vitals of our state."—Dr. Ferdinand Friedens- 
burg. for 20 years president of the Senate in the 
Imperial German Insurance Office at Berlin. “The 
German working man, undoubtedly the most ex
ploited and fooled working man in the world, is 
compelled to work long hours for low wages.”— 
James W. Gerard, American Ambassador to Ger
many, 1913-1917. “We need measures which shall 
increase individual responsibility rather than di
minish it; measures which shall give us more self- 
reliance on society as a whole.”—President Had
ley of Yale University. “The doctrine of Com
pulsory Social Insurance springs from a system 
of government which today is obnoxious to more 
than two-thirds of the civilized world, 
thought which gave birth to Compulsory Social 
Insurance in Germany was inspired by the desire 
to strengthen the power of the state, rathen than 
to develop and protect the liberty of the individ
ual."—Hon. Jesse S. Phillips, Superintendent of 
Insurance, New York.

“Solid as the Continent”
The North American Life is high in the the lives of the men who run the 

business is just as important as fire 
insurance on the property. Fire is1 
possibility but death h certainty.

The ready cash for a Canada Life 
Business Insurance Policy at such a 
time will readjust matters and 
the business as nothing else can do. 
Ask for particulars.

on
esteem of the insuring public. Our repre- 

placing unprecedentedsentatives are 
amounts of new business. Why?

a

“Solid as the Continent” policies, cou
pled with liberal dividends and the great 
enthusiasm of all our agents is the answer. 

If you want to associate yourself with a carry on
Company that offers its representatives real 

Some good agency open-service, write us. 
ings are available.

Correspond with E. J. Harvey, Esq., Su-
The

CANADA LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY 

Home Office

pervisor of Agencies.
NORTH AMERICAN LIFE ASSUR

ANCE COMPANY
Toronto“Solid as the Continent”

TORONTOHEAD OFFICE
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Fraternal May Increase Rates Can West Have Steel IndustryThe Dominion Commercial Travellers’ Mutual 
Benefit Society, Montreal, is faced with the ne
cessity of raising its assessments, as the only 
alternative to remaining actuarially unsound. The 
society commenced business in Quebec Province 
in 1875, and operates under provincial license. 
The rate question was brought up at a quarterly 
meeting on December 6, and will be submitted at 
the annual meeting on January 17. 
members would be required to pay much higher 
rates to make up for the insurance they have been 
carrying too cheaply, considerable opposition is 
anticipated.

Problem Depends Largely on Supply of Capital and Labor- 
Coal, Iron and a Shipbuilding Business Seem To Be 

Proper Combination For Today
At the recent meeting of the Canadian Mining 

Institute a lively interest was manifested in the 
long debated subject of the possibility of an iron 
and steel industry in the Province of Briish Co
lumbia. The editor of Iron & Steel of Canada was 
asked to start the discussion, and delivered a 
series of remarks which were, in effect, a review 
of the history of the iron and steel industry of 
Nova Scotia, presented in such form that Brit
ish Columbian auditors could make their own de
ductions on the analogies which exist between the 
extreme East and the extreme West of Canada 
in this connection.

The genesis of a successful iron and steel in
dustry in Cape Breton Island came about through 
the presence of large deposits of coal, suitable for 
the manufacture of metallurgical coke,, close to an 
excellent harbor, favorably situated with regard 
to world markets, near large deposits of limestone 
and dolomite, and within easy transportation dis
tance of the unique iron-ore deposit of Wabana, 
Newfoundland. It may here be remarked that 
even the people of the East have not quite grasped 
the valuable and illimitable character of the 
Wabana deposit.

Coal had been mined in Cape Breton for seventy 
years, but the industry was backward. Winters 
of idleness and summers of rush and hurry to 
obtain the largest possible outputs, made for un

manufacture, with steel-ship building, both based 
on large reserves of coal, iron-ore and fluxes, 
having a suitable maritime location.

If actual events in the East seem to be fore
showing the completion of such an evolution it 
should not be any matter for surprise, as such 
combinations have proved successful elsewhere.

In the application of this conclusion to British 
Columbian conditions, it is worthy of note that 
the technical conditions existing in Cape Breton 
were always most favorable, and such as might 
be expected to bring about cheap costs of opera
tion. Nevertheless, -the problems of the iron and 
steel industry have always been those of com- 
petitice markets and relative wages.

British Columbia has imperfectly known iron- 
ore deposits, but sufficient is ascertained concern
ing these deposits to show that they are large 
and valuable. The maritime and stratagic loc- 
tion exists on either the mainland coast 
Vancouver Island, but most important of all con
siderations is the existence of coking coal on Van
couver Island.

The analogy between the relatve position of 
the iron ore deposit of Wabana and Cape Breton 
Island, and the position of Vancouver Island to 
the known iron-ore deposits of British Columbia 
is very exact, even to the existence of large de
posits of undersea coal on the extreme east and 
west coasts of Canada.

As older

Prospects for Influenza

Reports from Australia indicate that a recru
descence of the influenza epidemic occurred dur
ing the recent winter (which synchronizes with 

There were from 1,200 to 1,500our summer). 
cases as a daily hospital average in Victoria. The 
mortality in Melbourne was from 10 to 12 deaths
daily. In Sydney, a severe outbreak occurred in 
June, the mortality assuming serious proportions 
for one or two weeks. With milder weather in 
mid-July, the outbreak rapidly subsided.

We, in Canada, are now sustaining a pro
longed cold spell, hence the necessity for the 
public to bear in mind that there is the danger 
of a recurrence of the disease in Canada. Every 
individual should take precautions against, in
fection. Keep the body warm and guard against 
sudden changes of temperature, 
against fetid air. The more the bodily heat can 
be kept up by natural and the less by artificial 
means, the better. As “natural means” we include 
heavy clothing, nourishing food, air well supplied 
with oxygen, and physical exercice, 
heat is secured by fire through the various heat
ing systems.

A person who is well fed and well clothed and 
who moves briskly can easily support prolonged 
exposure to the severest cold. The greatest dan
ger in Canada is the shock to the system pro
duced by getting over-heated indoors and then 
going outside in zero weather. This is also a pro
lific cause of colds.

Most Canadian houses are overheated in winter. 
Their average temperature is often higher than 
during the summer months and certainly higher 
than in spring and autumn. This is unnecessary, 
it wastes fuel and it endangers health. Women 
are prone to wear too light clothing in winter. 
It would be much safer for them to- dress more 
warmly and have their houses ten degrees cooler. 
—C. A. Hodgetts in “Conservation.”

or on

Guard also

satisfactory labor conditions, general instability 
and lack of progress.Artificial The resources of Cape 
Breton lay dormant until a man of vision in the

Fuel costs are basic in the steel and iron in
dustries. The problem of iron smeltng and steel 
mamifacture is chiefly that of providing great heat 
supply at a low cost.

The possession of large deposits of coking coal 
of metallurgical grade is British 
chief industrial asset.

It is questionable whether the people of the 
West realize the tremendous concentration of the 
fuel resources of Canada in the two Western 
Provinces of Alberta and British Columbia. The 
map which is attached to the Final Report of the 
Fuel Controller shows that Alberta alone 
tains more coal than all the rest of Canada put 
together, and also contains more coal than 
single State in the American Union, besides being 
a vast potential oil reserve.

Empire and national growth follow the

person of Mr. B. F. Pearson collected facts and 
figures and presented them so convincingly as 
to interest Mr. H. M. Whitney, with whose ad
vent into Cape Breton there commenced those Columbia's
consolidations of scattered coal properties and the 
influx of capital which made possible the coal 
and steel industry of Cape Breton as it exists to- 

Many undesirable happenings, mark theday.
Sydney “boom,” but, whatever may have been 
the shortcomings of those days, the result has
proved there is a legitimate place for the “entre
preneur,” for the promoter of industrial enter
prises who has vision and faith—but—before the 
promoter must come the careful compiler of 
commercial facts, who must demonstrate from 
the results of painful research and the slow 
cumulation of uninteresting but essential facts 
and figures that a sound basis exists upon which 
to found the projected industry. That the reward 
of the man who digs the foundation is often less 
than the reward of those who come after him 
seems to be one of life’s ironies that must be 
accepted.

The lesson taught by events in Cape Breton and 
elsewhere, is that a steel industry in an outgrowth 
of the presence of coal.

The founders of the Cape Breton coal and steel 
industries appreciated the vital importance of 
transportation, and they provided large fleets of 
modern freighters.

con-

any

ac- pos-
session (and the utilzaton) of coal, and where 
coal and iron exists by the side of the sea, wher
ever true British stock is to be found, they must 
fulfil the maritime destiny of our associated Brit
ish peoples. It is the way of the race. The future 
of coal, iron and shipbuilding on the British Co
lumbia coast is not a purely local question. It is 
far wider in its implications, and imperial in its

Dominion Workmen 's Compensation 
Meeting

A convention of representatives of workmen's
compensation boards in Canada was held in Van
couver on December 4th. An Association of Cana- 

Compensation Boards was scope.
The considerations affecting a future iron and 

steel industry are primarily two, viz.:
a. Technical questions;
b. Economic and social questions.
Economic problems come first in importance.

If a real necessity exists for the manufacture of 
iron and steel in British Columbia, the technical 
problems present no insuperable obstacle.

Dr. Stansfield’s report on the manufacture of 
pig-iron from B.C. magnetites by use of the elec
tric furnace is full, complete and authoritative, 
but it must be borne in mind that Dr. Stansfield 
reported as a professor of metallurgy, on cer
tain set questions, and not as a promoter, and 
that since his report was made the knowledge of 
B.C. iron-ore resource has been enlarged. 
Stansfield’s report is the document which will

(Continued on Page 36.)

dian
formed, and S. Price, chairman of the Ontario 
Workmen’s Compensation Board, was elected pres-

Workmen’s

E. S. H. Winn, chairman of the British
vice-president,

ident.
chosenColumbia Board, was 

while M. B. Wormith. of Toronto, was elected
The executive will be composed ot 

president, vice-president, and J. T. Stirling, companies nor the coal companies of Cape Breton 
chairman of the Alberta are entirely self-supporting. One is the

plement of the other. The underlying stability 
of the coal companies has enabled the steel 
panies to take advantage of periods of prosperity 
in the steel industry, the monetary results of 
which, in their turn, have greatly helped the coal

Events have also showed that neither the steelsecretary, 
the
of Edmonton, Alta.,

Toronto was chosen as the place of meet- 
The boards will endeavor

com-
Board.
ing in October, 1920. 
to bring about uniform legislation throughout the 

A resolution asks to have the benefits

corn-

provinces.
of compensation laws extended to all wage- 

whose average annual earnings are less companies.
The lesson that appears to be deducible from

earners
Another resolution passed advocatesthan $2,000.

the vesting, through legislation, of the enforce- ’ these gradual developments, is that the most suc- 
' rnent of accident prevention measures in the vari- ' Oessful and permanent combination of industry

Dr.

is that of an associated industry of iron and steelous boards.
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complaint against American shippers in that re
spect.

The various coast ports at which we stopped 
on the way down were all very interesting. We 
struck the Ariea-Bâtna district, Which is the 
Alsace Lorraine problem of South America, and 
there we had Our first experience Of a real desert, 
We took a railroad motor car and went from 
Aricd to Patna fifty miles through the desert, 
where we saw some wonderful mirages. We also 
noticed on this desert the remains of an old battle 
cruiser three Or four miles from the coast, de
posited there by a tidal wave many years ago.

NOw we come to Chili. Chili is very much like 
Canada, it is three thousand miles long and a 
hundred and twenty-five miles wide; that is, the 
boundary line is the apex of the Andes Moun
tains and between Arica and the coast is the 
intermediate range of Cordilleras; between the 
two is the valley, the agricultural district. This 
means that the central part is very barren but 
rich in mineral resources and nitrates, 
was there in February or March the shipment of 
nitrates had practically ceased because the enorm-

A Business Trip To S. America
Some Observations by a Prominent Canadian Business Man 
on Effect of Bad Packing, Inadequate Consular Facilities 

High Exchange on a Promising Export Trade.
By H. J. FULLER,

Bresiderit of Canadian Fairbdnks-Morse CO., Ltd., 
at the Montreal Canadian Club.

I believe that the trade opportunities in South 
America under existing conditions are such that 
it is possible for Canada to take advantage of 
them, and I shall try to point out some of the 
ways in which this may be done, 
all Canadians will recognize the limitations under 
which they labor and study how they may be 
overcome.

Early Shipment and Good Service.
The point I wish to emphasize is that early 

shipment and satisfactory service is the basis ot 
foreign trade. Those getting in early and estab
lishing their business are apt to hold their trade 
because the people there are much more lath to 
change their sources of supply than in most 
countries.

I had the pleasure while in Lima, of visiting a 
cotton mill operated by the Grace Company. I 
was told that it was the most complete cotton 
mill in the world; not only is the cotton raised in 
Peru and of a very superior quality but they also 
convert it and carry it through all the processes 
and turn out the finest quality of finished fabric; 
they even make an imitation watered silk out of

I am sure that

When I
I got a through boat from New York to Val-

We disem-paraiso, which took twenty-six days, 
barked at Colon for a couple of hours and then ous shipments for the purpose of manufacturing 

munitions had suddenly ceased and in many 
cases they had to dissolve these nitrates for 
agricultural purposes. Now, inasmuch as about 
forty per cent of the entire revenue of Chili comes 
from nitrates duties things were in a very bad 
shape, but things however will right themselves 
because these nitrates are of very great value 
for agricultural purposes, but the Government of 
Chili had become very extravagant during the 
period of extraordinary prosperity and the situa
tion had become critical.

High Exchange Kills Trade
We are at present very much interested in the 

Exchange situation. The normal Exchange of 
the Chilean peso or dollar was three and a third 
pesos for an American dollar; now, at the time 
were down there, we got five and a half 
for an American dollar, which was more than six
ty per cent over normal. See what effect that had 
on the merchants there, because no one would 
pay that Exchange and the people would not buy 
goods. A friend in Valparaiso said to me, “Here 
is a Cadillac Car which I sold for seventeen to 
eighteen thousand pesos formerly; my customers 
thing this is the price and will not pay more but 
for that car, at the present rate of Exchange, 1 
have to charge them twenty-seven thousand pesos, 
as a result I have the goods on hy hands and they 
become stagnant.”

Of course this kills trade for the time being 
but still it means that it is a splendid thing for 
the country, just the same as I think the present 
Exchange rate is a splendid for Canada because 
the people will import less from the other 
tries; people will live more economically and it 
will encourage manufacturing in Canada.

Now, Chili has two out of the three largest 
copper mines in the world; one back of Antofa
gasta, with a steam plant burning oil, located on 
the East Coast and transmitting power back 
hundred and wenty-five miles at an elevation of 
twelve thousand feet by means of electric

Lima.went on to Callao, Peru, the seaport for 
We left out Guayaquil on account of the Yellow

Panama was formerly one of the pest-
the

Fever.
one ofholes of the world but it is now 

healthiest of places. They have not yet cleaned
it.up Ecuador, but General Gorgas has now been 

engaged by the Government of Ecuador to clean 
up Guayaquil, and that country, one of the rich
est and most prolific in proportion to its popula
tion, will be open to development. I know one 
very prominent American concern that had an 
establishment there, the Grace Company, which 
withdrew entirely from trading in Ecuador be- 

they thought it was not right to sacrifice

I hoped to visit the sugar plantations but I had 
no time. As you know, Peru, at the present time, 
is producing ten per cent of the sugar produced 
in Cuba and this is a very important item. Peru 
is also rich in petroleum of a high quality. This 
product is controlled there by the Canadian Im
perial Oil Company and not only are they able to 
supply the requirements for local uses but the bal
ance is shipped to California where it Is used to 
raise the grade of the asphalt base, 
great opportunity for development there.

A Little Revolution.
I had a little touch of an experience there 

which gave me the first line on what a Revolu
tion is like in South America. I was going through 
the streets in Lima—they are very narrow and 
much like the streets in Lower Town at Quebec. 
We suddenly saw a crowd or a mob of people 
rushing down the street shouting “Viva Leguia!" 
Viva Leguia!”; the crowd came along and took 
the President and put him in jail and then they 
gave him forty-eight hours to get out of the coun
try. That is what they call a Revolution, but it 
did not cause anybody any trouble at all beyond 
what I have described.

The next thing I will speak of is that we went on 
down and stopped at the first port South of Peru 
and we had our first experience with the Pacific

cause
the lives of their young men to obtain trade in

There ishigh.that country where the mortality was so
We disembarked at Callao and one of the in- we

pesosteresting things there was our first sight of 
goods being taken off the ships. It was a sad 
sight to see.
ing from the United States and the evidence of 
the complaints of which we have often heard of 
inferior packing was right there to be seen; valu
able goods were absolutely ruined with the cases 
insufficient to protect the goods. That is 
first thing that made me realize how little we 
knew of what the goods had to go through.

Overwhelming Hospitality.
We were met, when we arrived there, by two 

groups of friends who knew of our coming, and 
this gives me my opportunity to say to you that 
if you ever go to South America you will be 
absolutely overwhelmed 
your landing to your departure. The people there 
have a lot more time to be nice than we have and 
they are much more polite than the people in the 
States.

I suppose you know that in Peru it never rains. 
It actually never does rain except once in about 
five years when they have a very heavy shower, 
and then they have a terrible time because the 
roofs of the houses are not designed to protect 
them from rain and when this shower comes the 
houses are apt to dissolve in mud. I had 
great pleasure of being met by some gentlemen 
with whom we established connections and they 
took me to see their Machine Shop; it was right 
out in the field and there was a floor of baked 
mud with the sides wide open. These 
men were educated in the United States and they 
were operating this machine shop and they did 
some very wonderful work, particularly in re
habilitating of German boats which had been in
terned during the war. Their shop consisted of 
posts with galvanized iron and entirely open on 
the sides. I said “What do you do when it rains?” 
and the yound man replied, “But it never rains."

Lima lies fourteen miles from the Coast. I 
taken up to that city in a certain make ot

Much of the merchandise was com-

the

with hospitality from

swell. The ocean there was very clear yet the 
total amount of rise and fall, without any wind 
or storm, is about fourteen feet; that means, when 
you try to disembark from the boat on the ladder 
you simply have to hang on and wait until the 
boat comes up to you and step into it. That is 
the thing that makes it absolutely impossible for 
them to tie the ships alongside the wharves and 
therefore everything has to be disembarked into 
lighters and the lighter is going up and down and 
the boat is rocking and the goods are dropped 
by means of slings and they are receiving the most 
severe usage. It is not infrequent to have such a 
combination that some goods—heavy machinery, 
for instance—go through the bottom of the light
er and are lost and this is sometimes very awk
ward. Heavy machinery often consists of many 
packages of the different parts and if one case 
is lost the whole shipment may have to be held 
up until they can replace the lost parts.

Package Numbers Essential.
In doing this South American trade you have 

to know exactly what is in each and every pack
age so that by giving the package number you 
can get the same pieces that the other contained, 

cable for a duplicate of that package and

coun-

one

current.
The other great copper mine is the Braden Copper 
Mine, owned by the same interests. Our visit to 
the Braden Copper Mine was most spectacular 
and enjoyable. We made this trip to Santiago, 
thirty-five miles, where we took the

the

narrow
gauge railway which in thirty-six miles climbed 
to an elevation of over ten thousand feet with 

hundred curves of less than

young

over one
dred feet radius, along the edges of cliffs 

all only hoping that the car would at 
the track. When we got up to the Mine 
Manager apologized for the two chauffeurs we 
had and said that his two best men 
and he was worried to know whether

one hun- 
and

we were ay on
the

were away 
we would

get through or not.
Crossing of the Andes.

was
American car—and I noticed only two kinds of The crossing of the Andes is a very interesting 

trip but it does not begin to compare in

(Continued on. Page 35.)

can
get the same pieces that the other contained 
That is very important and there has been much

any re-was a Marmon which was sold by thiscars, one
concern, and the other was the inevitable Ford.
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(Continued from Page 34.)
spect with the crossing of. the Canadian Rock
ies. The mountains there are barren of vegeta
tion, great rocks of a dark brown color, not pic
turesque at all, but of course it i‘ very grand and 
imposing from the standpoint of huge size be
cause they are over twenty-one to twenty-three 
thousand feet in height.

You go to a place called Los Andes, on the 
Pacific Coast side, and there you leave the wide 
gauge line and take the narrow gauge, and the 
final altitude is taken through a tunnel of about 
thirty-five minutes. The locomotives burn coal 
of a very inferior quality and it is a very trying 
experience to make the trip.

When we came to Mendoza we struck the

them. These gentlemen said that no matter how 
badly they felt about the situation and no matter 
how anxious we are to have the present Govern
ment deposed, we will never have another revolu
tion because the Argentine cannot stand with
out a stable government; we are going to let 
things go on in the ordinary way and when the 
time comes for the next election we will elect 
people who will rule in a right and proper way. 
This shows that the Argentine will come through 
all right.

There is one thing I made note of and that is 
the law of the Argentine provides that there should 
be a fine of ten dollars for any man not going 
to the poll on election day.

Japanese in Great Numbers.
Another thing that was very interesting was 

to see the enormous number of Japanese. They 
were not there as we were there, alone, but they 
had their families with them and they 
stay. The Japanese will be a tremendous factor 
in the trade of the country and they will have 
to be reckoned with.

We went across to Uruguay, which is one of 
the model countries of the world. In Montepideo, 
with a population of only about four 
thousand we found a most prosperous community. 
It was rather humiliating though to go to the 
bank and put in a hundred dollars in American 
money and get only eighty-six local dollars for 
it. That is the only country where the balance 
of trade was favorable to it, because their 
duct is cattle which they sell at high prices. We 
went to the Cattle Market, ten miles away, and 
saw herds of cattle which were being sold to 
buyers.

My notice was particularly brought to the fact 
of the tremendous hold which gambling has on 
the people in the cities of South America. Lottery 
tickets are being sold everywhere and of 
that saps the people; it comes out of the pockets 
of the poor people. The lotteries are run by the 
Governments in all countries except Chili, 
there the Argentine lottery tickets are sold.

In Montevideo the hotel owned by the City has 
attached to it a room where there 
Roulette Tables, and the privilege is auctioned 
every six months and had just then been sold for 
eight hundred thousand dollars for the next six 
months, Uruguay gold.

We went on to Brazil, fifty-six miles from 
Montevideo and got off at Santos, the great coffee 
centre. Sao Paolo has a wonderful railroad, Eng
lish owned, built under a franchise which provides 
that in no case must the earnings 
per cent. You go up the line by means of five 
stages. The train will run along on the level 
and then strike an incline, the locomotive and 
train is attached to a cable and there is another 
train coming down and the two balance 
other, and you have these lifts five times on the 
trip till you come to the top and in 
you are in Sao Paolo.

C U fcj A R D
ANCHOR

ANCHOR-DQ^ALDSON
REGULAR SERVICES 
TO GLASGOW.

From—
Portland
Portland
Portland
Portland

.....................Cassandra .................

.....................Saturnia .....................

.....................Cassandra ............. ...

.....................Saturnia .....................
TO GLASGOW via MOVILLE

... .Columbia....................

... .Columbia......................

... .Columbia......................
TO LIVERPOOL.
... *Caronia.........................
.... Carmania....................
.... Orduna..........................
. ... Vauban........................
... .Carmania.....................
... .Carmania......................

#Vla Plymouth and Cherbourg

.Dec. 20
• Jan. 24
• Feb. 4 
Mar. 6

New York 
New York 
New York

Jan. 10 
Feb. 7 

. Mar. 6
Central Railroad. We were told this was a very 
wonderful railroad; the cars were the English 
corridor cars, very large and roomy but fright
fully dirty. We got on this train late at night 
and we were surprised in the morning on getting 
out at the first station we noticed that our loco
motive was burning beautiful yellow corn, 
on the cob; the tender was just full of this 
and at every station we saw great piles of wheat 
in boxes and the wheat was running out of the 
boxes and was eaten by the rats. At the 
time we were there there were about two and a 
half years normal wheat production unshipped 
owing to lack of shipping.

One of the most surprising things

New York 
New York. 
New York 
New York, 
New York 
New York

Dec. 24
• Dec. 27 
Dec. 31

• Jan. 24 
.Jan. 31 
Mar. 6

came to

corn
TO PLYMOUTH, HAVRE, SOUTHAMPTON.

New York 
New York 
New York

corn
Royal George 
Royal George 
Royal George

Dec. 20 
Jan. 19 
Feb. 19

TO PLYMOUTH, CHERBOURG, SOUTHAMP
TON.

hundred
same

New York 
New York
New York 
New York.

.Mauretania 

. Imperator..
, Mauretania 
Imperator. .

Dec. 30 
Jan. 24
Feb. 13 

■ Feb. 21
I learned,

particularly when we got to Buenos Aires; 
saw outside of the pumping station a pile of this 
character three hundred feet long, one hundred 
feet, wide and twenty feet high which was to be 
used as fuel, and I was told that really the Ar
gentine was not a wheat-growing country at all; 
I had always supposed it was, but the Controller 
for the British Government in charge of getting 
beef and grains from the Argentine for the Allies, 
who is connected with a firm that is well known 
to you, said “This is not a wheat-growing 
try; only in the last two years did they have a 
wheat crop that would pay for the cost of 
duction; they spend more for labor and seed than 
they get out of it.”

we pro-
TO PLYMOUTH, HAVRE, LONDON.

............. Saxonia...............
............. Saxonia................
To Piraeus & Trieste
............. Pannonia............

New York .Dec. 31 
Feb. 7New York

New York Jan. 20

For rares of passage, freight and further 
particulars apply to local agents or

THE ROBERT REFORD CO., LTD.
GENERAL AGENTS 

20 HOSPITAL STREET 
23-25 ST. SACRAMENT STREET 

MONTREAL.P.Q.

course

coun-
and

pro-
variety of snake for the purpose of extracting 
the anti-toxin which was distributed to counter
act snake bite.are twelve

I could see in every way that the 
Government of Brazil was intelligently trying to 
further the interests of the people and I heard 
nothing but respect for the way in which the 
business was carried on, although they have a 
scheme which I hesitate to mention for fear 
it will be adopted here, and that is

The thing they are going to do there to a
wonderful extent, and the thing they are doing 
to-day, is to raise cattle. The amount of 
under cultivation for growing cereals is

land
prob

ably forty per cent less than the average, which 
shows that the growing of grains is being aban
doned for the

that
to provide a

great amount of patronage; in fact they have 
created a waiting list and you get paid while you 

on this waiting list for patronage.

growing of cattle. The American 
packers have put up at La Plata a large, modern, 
magnificent plant for the production of beef.

Buenos Aires a World Market.
exceed ten are

I want to say to you that Buenos Aires with a 
population of one million eight hundred thousand 
has represented there manufacturers and 
cers of goods of the whole world; 
houses of Italians, French, Germans and 
leans and of

World’s Loveliest City.
We came to the end of our journey at Rio, the 

most beautiful city ever seen in this world, a 
population of a million people, modern in 
respect.
other city I have

produ-
you will find each every

Amer- Nature has done more for it than any
every race. If you want to know 

whether you can compete on the world’s markets 
you had better go to Buenos Aires and

a short run ever seen. You will find there 
every single opportunity which anybody could 
have to do business and enjoy life, 
could do nothing else in going to South America 
they sjiould preminently visit Rio.

In conclusion I simply want to 
the way to get into business in South 
to get down on the ground itself and study condi
tions. Then you must have 
knows you and knows what

Italians a Big Factor.try it.
The situation of the Argentine when I was there 

was very deplorable; there were strikes 
single day. There was one great strike which last
ed for twenty-four hours, not a single thing 
ed; there were no lights in the cities, 
cars, no taxis, no waiters or elevator men at the 
hotels. The Government was very weak and delega
tions of the people would go to them one day and 
say to the President that the country

I think if one
I did not speak about the wonderful influence 

of the Italians in South America. Every place 
you go all the good things seem to be done by 
the Italians more than anybody else.

every

say to you that 
America isThe only

communities that are really prosperous and self- 
supporting and free from the tenant

mov- 
no street

system are somebody there whothe Italian colonies. Forty per cent of the popu
lation of Buenos Aires is Italian and in Sao Paolo 
practically all are Italian, the workers 
classes of people, the bankers, are Italian, and 
they certainly are the people who are developing 
the country.

you can do. It is
absolutely useless to try to work 
Consul’s Office. For instance the American Con
sul in Rio, when I called there, had a pile of over 
five thousand letters and he

through the
was going

to the dogs and he would promise he would 
something; the next day the labor leaders 
go to him and he would try to please both 
and the result was that nothing was done, 
thing they said was done, and I think it is true, 
they took sixty Spanish anarchists, put them 
a barge and towed them out to sea about

and all
do

would 
parties, 

One

said he could not 
answer the communications he received as he was 
only allowed three stenographers, 
filing cabinets and insufficient

We went to Campinos to see the coffee growing, 
where we saw agricultural farms devoted 
ticularly to the raising of collee, and they 
raise cotton.

and had no
par-
also

char-

People
who are going to depend on that man will never 
get anywhere; you have to do it yourself 
when you do it, then go back and get your Gov
ernment in your country to back you up by giv
ing facilities which will put them in conjunction 
with the other people there to

space.
on

I was surprised to note the 
acter of the country; it is much the same as in 
New England;

a hun
dred miles and, unfortunately, the rope broke and 
they lost the barge.

There is one thing I want to emphasize, 
some of the big men of Buenos Aires who had 
formed committees to safeguard the 
as the gentlemen did in Winnipeg—all honor to

and

they always have cool nights; 
conditions are excellent and theI met opportunities
there are practically unlimited.

One other thing that was very interesting 
to go to the Snake Farm where they have

carry on the neces
sary trade and commerce, but you must do your 
part first.

community, was
every
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Before in- use makes the journey a pleasure, 
national, Limited, which leaves Bonaventure Sta
tion daily at 10.00 a.m. is composed of' parlor 
cars, Pullman drawing room sleeping cars', din-

very timid, and it has reason to be. 
vestors will find large sums of money for an iron

The Inter-Can West Have Steel Industry
(Contilined from Page 33.) or steel plant in British Columbia, substantial 

guarantees of safe investment must be given, and 
the social evolution of the Province must in
clude the fostering and protection of invested 
capital.

From the experience in the East, the things 
which should be avoided in commencing an iron 
or steel industry include the following:

a. An unnecessarily large initial capital ex
penditure.

b. The establishment of a plant of a character 
too greatly in advance of local markets.

c. A plant of an unbalanced character, requir
ing orders representing a large tonnage of one 
product in order to keep running.

d. Too great reliance on subsidies, 
while necessary perhaps :in the initial .stages 
of a new industry, should not be regarded as part 
of the permanent income of any enterprise.

most interest capitalists with serious intentions.
The iron industry of British Columbia, which 

the future is quite likely to see—should not re
quire aid from new and untried processes. It 
can, as Dr. Stansfield pointed out, be operated 
with complete technical success by using the 
ordinary and accepted; methods jof pietallurgy 
which have been profitably employed elsewhere.

There is no necessity, and it would be a grave 
mistake, to be misled by unconfirmed reports of 
secret processes by which magnetite ore can be 
converted into steel by the electric furnace.

The ecenomic problems resolve themselves into 
the question of a market. This should be made 
the subject of a careful statistical survey of local 
consumption of iron and steel, and the consump
tion in that territory over which a British Co
lumbia plant could compete, which should include 
Alberta, the Yukon, Alaska, and the Northwestern

ing car and modern coaches, and reaches Toronto 
The Grand Trunk also operates twoat 5.40 p.m.

excellent night trains, one departing at 7.30 p.m.,
arriving Toronto 6.00 a.m. and the other at 11.00 
p.m., arriving Toronto at 7.30 a.m. On the 11
o’clock train there are Pullman drawing room
sleeping cars, including club compartment draw
ing room sleeping car and latest type of coaches, 
and there are drawing room sleeping cars (which 
may be occupied until 7.00 a.m. at Toronto) and 
latest type of coaches on the 7.30 train.

Dividend Notice
Subsidies,

The Steel Company of Canada Limited
Ordinary Dividend No. 12

Notice is hereby given that a dividend of one 
and three quarters per cent has been declared 
for the quarter ending December 31st, 1919, to
gether with a distribution of three-quarters of 
one per cent on the issued and fully paid Ordi
nary Shares of the Company, making a total divi
dend of seven per cent on the Ordinary Shares 
for the year ending December 31st, 1919.

Preferred Dividend No. 34
Notice is also given that a dividend of one 

and three-quarters per cent on the issued and 
fully paid Preference Shares of the Company 
has been declared for the quarter ending Decem
ber 31st, 1919.

The above dividends and distribution are pay
able February 2nd, 1920, to shareholders of rec
ord at close of business January 10th, 1920.

By order of the Board,
H. H. CHAMP,

These may seem elementary statements, but 
in the East they have been taught by painfully 
acquired experience.—Iron & Steel of Canada.

States.
As to an export market, there would appear 

to be a good opening on the coast of South Amer
ica, and while China will some day become the 
world’s greatest producer of coal and iron,’ yet 
for the life of this generation, and maybe for 
fifty years, she should provide a market for pig- 
iron and steel products.

All these things will require to be compiled 
with exactness, and made ready for presenta
tion to investors in a form suitable for study.

Course on Life Insurance

Winnipeg life insurance underwriters have under 
consideration the arranging of a short course at 
Manitoba University dealing with life insurance 
and kindred subjects during the winter. A course 
of lectures, to be given during a week to be de
cided upon, has been suggested.

The social problems include the availability of 
An iron and steel industry re-suitable labor, 

quires a large number of unskilled laborers, and The Double Track to Toronto
a smaller number of expert workmen, and there

The direct line of the Grand Trunk Railway 
System offers to travellers the ideal route be
tween Montreal and Toronto. It is double tracked 
all the way and the splendid train equipment in

will be associated with the provision of these 
necessary workmen large questions of transpor
tation and housing.

There is! another feature.

Treasurer.
Hamilton, Ont., December 11th, 1919.Capital today is

“Cashier”
ftps - - and - -fie |

“Fortune”m.Dominion Shipbuilding Co.
LIMITED

STEEL SHIPBUILDERS

wm
GOLD FILLED

WATCH CASES
BATHURST STREET - HARBOR FRONT mark.TRADE

TORONTO
The American Watch Case Co.

OF TORONTO, LIMITED

Manufacturers of Gold, Silver and Filled Watch Cases

TORONTO, ONT.
i
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CHATEAU FRONTENAC, QUEBEC.

mu$/T

HOTEL VANCOUVER, VANCOUVER.

Canadian Pacific Railway 
Hotel System

Canadian Pacific Hotels from the Atlantic Ocean to the 
set the standard for hotel accommodation in 

Canada. Each hotel is distinctive in appointment and 
style; each has the same superb Canadian Pacific service

THE CHATEAU FRONTENAC, Quebec, is a famous hotel 
in the most characteristic city of North America. 
Standing on Dufferin Terrace, it commands magnificent 
views of the River St. Lawrence.

1 HE ROYAL ALEXANDRA, Winnipeg, so well known and 
so popular with travellers that it has been enlarged to 
twice its original size.

1 HE PLACE VIGER, Montreal, is an ideal hotel for those 
who prefer quietness and yet wish to be within 
reach of the business centre.

THE PALLISER, Calgary, a handsome new hotel of 
metropolitan standard, from the roof of which the snow
capped Canadian Pacific Rockies are visible.

THE HOTEL VANCOUVER, a spacious hostelry that 
overlooks the Straits of Georgia and contains 650 
rooms.

THE EMPRESS, Victoria, a luxurious hotel that appeals 
to the artistic sense, in a city of picturesque homes and 
Old Country atmosphere.

The above hotels, and others similarly situated at strategic 
points on the main transcontinental line of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway at McAdam, N.B., Sicamous, B.C., and 
Penticton, B.C., are open all the year round, 
hotels, including four in the wonderful Canadian Pacific 
Rockies, are open in summer only.

easy

Six other

Any C.P.R. Passenger Agent will furnish particulars, or write

C. E. E. USSHER, F. L. HUTCHINSON,
Passenger Traffic Manager Manager-In-Chief Hotel Dept.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, MONTREAL

\
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The Hartt & Adair Coal Co.
DEALERS IN THE

DELAWARE & HUDSON COMPANY’S 
LACKAWANNA COAL

TELEPHONE MAIN 5645

146 Notre Dame Street West MONTREAL

BRITISH COLONIAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Authorized Capital 
Subscribed Capital 
Paid-up Capital .,
General Fire Insurance Business Transaeted.

B. A. CHARLEBOIS,
Assistant Manager.

$2,000,000.00
1,000,000.00

247,016.79

THEODORE MEUNIER, 
____  Manager.

H. M. CONNOLLY & CO.
MEMBERS

MONTREAL STOCK EXCHANGE

Transportation Building, Montreal
Telephone Main 1345

Canada’s THE WINDSOR Dominion Sq.
Leading Hotel MONTREAL

HEADQUARTERS FOR CONVENTIONS, BANQUETS, 
PRIVATE DANCES, RECEPTIONS & SOCIAL EVENTS

European Plan Exclusively

Centrally situated in the heart of the shopping and theatrical district. Sereice unsurpassed 
JOHN DAVIDSON, Manager

Chimneys Globes Pressed ware 
Bottles Jars Tumblers
HIGHEST QUALU Y TANK GLASS PRODLCTIONS

Flint, Light Green, Dark Green, Blue, Opal, Amber

OWEN’S MACHINE MADE WARE—for all Closures

Dominion Glass Company, Limited
Head Office: MONTREAL Export Office: MONTREAL

Factories:
MONTREAL TORONTO HAMILTON WALLACEBURC REDCL1FF
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CAP, NEWFOUNDLAND
(BRITAIN’S OLDEST COLONY)

For the Winter Months, an Express Train with Dining and Sleeping Cars will leave 
St. John’s on Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays only.

Connection from Canada and United States’ points will be made at North Syd
ney, after arrival of the Canadian Government Railway Express, No. 5, on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays, the steamer arriving at Port aux Basques on Wednesday, 
Friday and Sunday morning, there connecting with Express Train for points between 
Port aux Basques and St. John’s.

m33
For further information, apply to

F. E. PITMAN, General Passenger Ticket Agent,
REID NEWFOUNDLAND COMPANY,

ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND.
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Where the Codfish Come From
The climate of Newfoundland 

is more temperate than that of 
the neighboring Maritime Prov
inces ; the thermometer rarely 
«inlrw below zero in winter, while 
the summer range rarely exceeds 
80 deg. F.

Newfoundland Crown lands 
for farming purposes may be 
had for thirty cents an acre. The 
Island’s agricultural develop
ment is going ahead by leaps and 
bounds.

asss

i
«

WHETHER YOU WISH TO FISH FOR SPORT OR FOR PROFIT

COME TO NEWFOUNDLAND . ".

T T ER fishing resources for either the commercial fisherman or the sports- 
man are the greatest in the world. They now produce well over 

fifteen million dollars of wealth per annum, and they are only beginning to 
be developed.

Newfoundland is the home of the cod fish and this forms the 
largest item in her fish production. But the island also produces large 
quantities of herring, salmon, lobster and many of the lesser fishes.

Heretofore these have come on the markets of the world in the dry- 
salted and pickled condition. But the frozen fish industry is rapidly devel
oping. The latest reports from the British markets affirm that “ the recent 
arrival of Newfoundland frozen fish was superior to the fresh fish often 
received from the Iceland grounds.”

The Government of Newfoundland gives generous 
aid to agricultural development. The value of agri
cultural products now approximates over $4,000,000. 
Sheep raising is being encouraged and the pro
gress in that direction is remarkable.

Newfoundland’s forest wealth is large. The min
eral resources are only partially known, although the 
iron mines on Bell Island have an output of 1,500,000 
tons, and the industrial possibilities are attractive 
from every point of view.
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^^Make$a&of car Better
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Like the Keystone in the Arch
Correct lubrication is as important to your motor car as is the Key

stone to the arch. Without correct lubrication your motor will not last 
or give you the full service built into it by the maker.

Imperial Polarine is the ideal winter lubricant for all motors. It 
lubricates freely, even at low temperatures—is fluid enough to flow between 
rubbing parts of the most delicate mechanism—preventing friction, mini
mizing wear and efficiently lubricating.

Correct lubrication by means of Imperial Polarine means a smooth 
running motor, instant acceleration and dependable power. By using 
Imperial Polarine you get more miles per gallon of gasoline, have fewer 

less oil. Every ounce gives full lubrication value.

<'■

I
repair bills and use

Three grades for cylinder lubrication
imperial polarine imperial polarine heavy imperial polarine a
light medium body medium heavy body extra heavy body

each the same high quality, but formulated specially for varying engine 
designs.

There are
differential lubrication. . „ , .

Imperial Polarine is sold in six sizes—half-gallon, gallon, and four 
gallon sealed cans, UV2 gallon steel kegs and half-barrels and barrels. 
You can get the grade best suited for your car from dealers everywhere.

also special Imperial Polarine greases for transmission and

A
IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED

Heat - LiShY - Lubrication 
Branche* in all Cities

Power


